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ALBUaUEBaUE EVENING CITIZEN
VOLUME

ALHUQUEKQUE, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY EVENING, AUGUST 11. 1905.
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"FADS AND FANCIES" IN BARNYARD

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

NUMBER 208

EMPEROR STILL STUDYING

ENTERTAINS THOUSANDS

JAPAN'S PEACE TERMS

They Come From All Surrounding Parts Of The
Country And Hear His Eloquent

Reply Will Be Returned By Wltte To Komura To

Address

Peace Commissioners

morrow Morning

'MS

SECRET SERVICE MAN LOST WATCH WHILE ASLEEP

President Discusses The Monroe Doctrine From Domestic
And Foreign Standpoint, Showing The Duties

At Special Meeting Of

REPLY NEITHER ACCEPTS NOR REJECTS TERMS
St. Petersburg In Close Communication

aome Japanese Demands Utterly Beyond Consideration
And They Must Be Modified Or Eliminated

Involved And Obligations Imposed
WE MUST HOLD UP AND ASSIST THE WEAKtR REPUBLICS

ELSE THERE CAN

Jamestown, N. Y., Aug. 11. This
Is a great day for Chautauqua, and
thousands of excursionists have congregated there from all parts of the
etate and the adjoining states to see
President Roosevelt, the guest of honor of the assembly. President Roosevelt arrived at Lakewood over the
Erie railroad at 5:15 this morning and
was taken to Chautauqua In a special traction car. Notwithstanding the
early hour, thousands of people were
lined up along the route to see the
president passing In the car. The officials of the assembly received him at
Lakewood and escorted him to the
grounds. Soon .after his arrival President Roosevelt was the guest of honor
at a breakfast given at Higglns' Memorial hall. After breakfast the president rested a short time and then
made a tour of the grounds.

Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 11. With
tne Japanese terms of peace under
consideration by the emperor at St.
Petersburg and the Russian plenipo
tentiaries awaiting word from his
majesty before completing the 'draft
of their response, an enforced lull has
come In the proceedings of the peace
conference.
Mr. Witte, with his secretaries, was
busily engaged today deciphering telegrams from St. Petersburg.
He controls and directs everything on the
Russian side. The period of waiting
will probably continue until Monday.
llaron Komura and his entourage
are content to give the other side all
the time required.
It is apparent that the Japanese
terms, especially those asking Russia
to foot the bll' for the cost of the
war, concession of territory and to put
limitation upon their naval forces In
the far east, are considered by the
Russians to be absolutely unenter-talnable. On these points the Russian answer is sure to be "non-pos- slmus."

TEN THOUSAND PEOPLE
ASSEMBLE IN THEATER.
Chautauqua, N. Y., Aug. 11. President Roosevelt arrived here at 8:45
o'clock on a special car over the Chautauqua ti action line last night. After
the arrival of the presidents train at
Lakewood, one of the secret service
officers was robbed of a valuable
watch while asleep.
As early as 8 o'clock 10,000 persons
bad assembled In the camp theater.
During the morning jam fell.
and
Through a line of 8u0
girls the president was escorted to the
assembly ampltheatre, his way being
strewn with flowers. When he appeared on the platform he was greeted by 10.00U people, with cheers and
calutes. Bishop Vincent introduced
.
President Roosevelt.
The Introduction of the president
was the signal for another deafening
outburst of applause, and it was several minutes before Mr. Roosevelt
could commence his speech. When
quietness had been restored, the president delivered his address, as follows,
many times by
being Interrupted
hearty applause:
Today I wish to speak to you on
one feature of our national foreign
policy and one feature of our national
domestic policy.
The Monroe Doctrine is not a part
of International law. But it is the
fundamental feature of our entire
foreign policy so far as the Western
Hemisphere Is concerned, and it has
more and more .been meeting with
recognition abroad. The reason why
it is meeting with this recognition is
because wo have not allowed it to be
come fossilized, but have adapted our
construction of it to meet the growing, changing needs of this hemisphere. Foslllzatlon, of course, means
death, whether to an individual, a
government, or a doctrine.
It is out of the question to claim a
right and iet shirk the responsibility
for exercising that right. When we
announce a policy such as the Monroe Doctrine we thereby commit ourselves to accepting the consequences
of the policy ana these consequences
from time to time alter.

let it be understod once for all that
no .Just and orderly government of
this continent has anything to fear
from us. There are certain of the republics south of us which have already reached such a point of stability, order, and prosperity that they
are themselves, although as yet hardly consciously, among the guarantors of this doctrine. No stable and
growing American republic wishes to
see some great
military
powers acquire territory in its neighborhood. It is the Interest of all of
us on this continent that no such
event should occur, and in addition
to our own republic there are now
already republics
In the
regions
south of us which have reached a
point of prosperity and power that enables them to be considerable factors
in maintaining this doctrine which
is so much to the advantage of all of
tis. It must be understood that under
no circumstances
win the United
States use the Monroe Doctrine as a
cloak for territorial
aggression.
Should any of our neighbors, no matter how turbulent, how disregardful
of our rights, finally get into sucE 8
position that the utmost limits of our
forbearance are reached, ail the people south of us may rest assured that
no action will ever be taken save
what is absolutely demanded by our
that this action will not
take the form of territorial aggrandizement on our part, and that it will
only be taken at all with the most extreme reluctance and not without
having exhausted every effort to
avert it.
As to the second point, If a republic to the south of us commits a tort
against a foreign nation, such, for instance, as wrongful action against the
persons of citizens of that nation,
then the Monroe Doctrine does not
force us to Interfere to prevent punishment of the tort, save to see that
the punishment does not directly or
indirectly assume the form of territoi
lal occupation of the offending country. The case Is more difficult when
the trouble comes from the failure to
meet contractual
obligations.
Our
own government has always refused
to enforce such contractual obligations on behalf of its citizens by the
appeal to arms. It is much to be
wished that all foreign governments
would take the sair.a view. But at
present this country would certainly
not be willing to go to war to prevent
a foreign government from collecting
a Just debt or to back up some one of
our sister republics In a refusal to pay
Just debts; and the alternative may
in any case prove to be that we shall
ourselves undertake to bring about
some arrangement by which so much
as Is possible of the Just obligations
shall be paid. Personally I should always prefer to see this country step
in and put through such" an arrangement rather than let any foreign
country undertake It.
1 do not want to see any foreign
power take possession permanently of
an American republic in order to enforce its obligations, and the alternative may at any time be that we shah
be forced to do so ourselves.
n
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We Must

The Monroe Doctrine.
Let us look for a moment at what
the Monroe Doctrine really Is. It forbids the territorial encroachment of
powers on American
soil. Us purpose is partly to secure
this nation against seeing great military iKiwers obain new footholds In
the Western Hemisphere, 'and partly
s
south
to secure to our
of us the chance to develop along
their own lines without leing oppress-e- d
by
or conquered
powers. Ae we have grown more and
mire powreful our advocacy of this
doctrine hp.s been received with more
and more respect; but what has tend
ed nio't to glvo the doctrine standing;
amon; the unions is our growing!
villlnsMess to show that we not only!
inea-.whai'we say and are prepared
to back it '.p, i,ut that we means to
recognize our obligations to foreign
peoples no less than to Insist upon
our own rights.
We can not permanently adhere to
the Monroe Doctrine unless we succeed in making It evident in the first
plui'C that we do not intend to treat it
in liny shape or way as an excuse for
aggrandisement on our part at the ex-- ;
pens'? of tlio republics to the south of
us; recoi.d. that we do not intend to
pem it It to be used by any of these j
republics as a Miield to protect that
icpublic from the consequences of
against foreign na- iu own misdeeds
tions: third, t hat Inasmuch as by this
dcctrlne we prevent other nations'
from interfering on this side of the
water, we shall ourselves in good
faith try to help those of our sister
republics, which need such help, up-- !
ward toward peace and order.
As regards the first point we must,
recognize the fact that in some South
American countries there has been
much suspicion lest we should Inter-- j
pret the Monroe Doctrine In some
way Inimical to their Interests. Now
n

fellow-republic-

j

.

Protect the Weak.

Finally, and what is in my view,
really the most Important thing of all
it is our duty, so tar as we are able,
to try to help upward our weaker
brothers. Just as there has been a
gradual growth of the ethical element in the relations of one individual to another, so that with all the
fauts of our Christian civilization it
Jet remaius true that we are, no matter how slowly, more and more coming to recognize the duty of bearing
one another's burdens, similarly ilie-lievthat the ethical element is by
degrees entering Into the dealings of
one nation with anotherUnder strain of emotion caused by
sudden disaster this feeling is very
evident. A famine or a plague in one
country spiings much sympathy and
some assistance from oilier countries.
Moreover, we are now" beginning to
recognize that weaker peoples have a
claim upon us, even when the appeal
is made, not to our emotions by some
sudden calamity, but to our consciences by a long coutiuuing condition of affairs.
1 do not mean to say
that nations
have more than begun to approaeU
the proper relationship one to another, and I fully recognize the fu,ly of
proceeding upon the assumption that
this ideal condition can now" be realized in full for, in order to proceed
upon such an assumption, we would
first require some method of forcing
recalcitrant nations to do their duty,
as well as of seeing that they are protected in their rights.
In the interest of Justice, It is as
necessary to exercise the police power as to show charity and helpful generosity.
Hut something can even
now be done toward the end In view.
That something, for instance, this
nation has already done as regards
Cuba, .and is now try lne to do as regards Santo Domingo. There are few
(Continued on Page 3.)
e
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With Portsmouth

named event has been offered by the
Patapsco Navy. Individual medals will
be given the winning scullers, oars
men and coxswains; banners vlll go
to their clubs as will also the perpet
ual piate oi tne association.

MORNING JOURNAL'S
VICIOUS ATTACK

TO THE

PUmJC

In reply to the unprovoked, mall
clous, vicious and every way outrageous attack upon me In the Morning
Journal, I wish to say that of the pre
tended Interview with me contained
therein, there is not a word of truth
In all of It, except the one clause In
which I say: "I'll admit that I did see
given by him to a Journal reporter, the
reporter at that time and place."
which he stated he did not give to The entire remainder
of the
such reporter and which Mr. Learnard Interview never
took place. It was
says was nothing more or less than
made out of whole cloth. As to the
"fake article "published "br the Jour- scoundrelly, editorial about me this
nal in an attemnt to mal-uc-- i" YniPK-Ti- r
that
TBB present, u
paper's fight on
Thom- may be left to Ike Judgment of ai)
as McMiilin and the members of the latr minded citizens. Below will be
city police force.
found the affidavit of Mr. S. E. New
The Journal's malicious attack upon comer, who was present this morning
Mr. Learnard has created the greatest when I asked the business manager of
indignation among the business and the Journal if he stood for the inter
professional men of the city, who view, as published this morning, he
have known him during his business being present at the time the alleged
career of six years in Albuquerque, second interview took place.
as a man of unquestionable honesty
GEORGE P. LEARNARD.
and Integrity, and it 'is the general
opinion that the Journal went out of Territory of New Mexico, County of
Bernalillo, ss:
Its way in making this uncalled for attack on the gentleman.
S. R. Newcomer, of lawful age, being first duly sworn upon his oath,
says that Mr. George P. Learnard and
stroke. Wm. Smith, coach of the Nas- Mr. R.
S. Haddrlll, manager of the
sau club, will be coxswain.
Albuquerque Morning Journal, entered
crew includes his store this morning, purchased a
The Philadelphia
Rome great oarsmen like James B. morning paper of August 11, and ImJuvenal, Cresser, Exley and Lockwood mediately began to discuss a certain
of the Vesper Boat club, Zane, Myers, Interview purporting to have been an
Williams and others. The Octopede Interview of Mr. Learnard, and when
race, in which each of the eight men questioned as to the truth of said inwill handle two oars, will be the last terview, Mr. Haddrlll said be would not
event on the program and Will be stand for that, referring to certain
rowed tomorrow afternoon. It prom- clauses in said Interview;, and admitises the most Interesting as well as ted that he did not want to be held
the speediest race on the program.
responsible for the entire Interview.
S. E. NEWCOMER.
The program calls for thirteen
Subset lbed and sworn to before me
events, as follows: Intermediate, assothis 11th day of August, 1905.
ciation and championship singles, inM. E. HICK BY,
(Seal)
termediate and senior doubles; InterNotary Public.
mediate and senior pairs; intermedD. M. Richards has returned to Las
iate and senior eights; and finally the
senior octopede shell race for sixteen Cruces from a pleasant visit to Iowa
oars. A special prize for the last and Nebraska.

Upon Alderman George P. Learnard, Has Aroused

-

Greatest Indignation.
In today's issue of the Morning
Journal, that paper makes a vicious attack upon the honesty and integrity of
Mr. George P. Learnard, a member of
the city council and one of the leading business men of Albuquerque. The
Journal assails Mr. Learnard in the
most abusive language, in which it
brands him as "a liar and a man who
has not the courage to stand by what
he says."
The article appears all the more
vicious, when the fact that Mr. Learnard, who is a private citizen and has
no source of protecting
himself
against such a malicious attack ,1s
Into
taken
consideration.
Mr. Learnard did what any free
American citizen has the right to do,
that of resenting an alleged interview
THIRTY-THIR- D

ANNUAL REGATTA
National Association of Amateur Oarsmen Begins
at Baltimore.
MANY

ENTRIES,

LARGE

CROWD

Baltimore, Md., Aug. 11. The 33d
annual regatta of the National Association of Amateur Oarsmen, which
begins under the auspices of the Patapsco Navy has brought a large concourse of amateur and
oarsmen from all parts of the
United Slates and Canada to this city.
The crews and individual oarsmen
who are to compete in the various
events of the regatta, have been here
for somo time, training and practicing on the waters of Spring Gardens,
a branch of the Patapsco river where
the regatta will be held. The course
which has been laid out by one of the
city's surveyors, gives a practically
straight mile and a half and, for the
longer races one of the best courses
in the country.
The surrounding conditions are
favorable. There is scarcely
any tide or current In the waters of
the Spring Gardens and the high
lands on both sides not only give protection from the wind but also form
an excellent vantage ground for the
spectators who wih to fcee the races.
The Patapsco Navy has made the
most elaborate preparations for the
great event and the arrangements are
now fully perfected.
The vessels of
the city police department, together
with a number of reveuuo cutters and
launches wi.l preserve the order and
see to it that the contestants at all
thin s have a perfectly clear and unobstructed course.
The list of events Includes races of
every kind. The most Interesting addition to the regular regatta program
is the octopede race, an inter-citevent, In which elKht picked oarsmen
from New York will measure blades
with an equal number from the Schuylkill navy. The New York crew, which
has been coached by Jim Pilkington,
the president of the National Association of Amateur Oarsmen, Is composed of the following crack scullers:
llalsey Jackson, of the Palisade club,
bow; Fred. Fuessei, of the Harlem
club, No. 2; Howard Stivers, of the
Nassau c!u!. No. 3; W. Mehrhoff, of
the Nassau club. No. 4; J. Hoben, No.
5; Frank Vesely, of the Bohemian
club, No. 6; Sbepheard, No. 7 and
Constance Titus, of the Nonpareil club
y
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Chlef-of-Pollc- e

SENATOR BAILEY DEFENDS
SOUTH FROM CHARGES

BE NO POSSIBILITY

which

H;iilev

(lt'rlaren1 HhnuM

havA

caused a blush of shame to mount to
tne clirek of every southern man at
the table.
"Where are the Calhouns and Clays

and Davlses of the south?" Dr. Alderman Inquired. Said Mr. Bailey: "I
mournfully acknowledge they are
gone, but why didn't he ask: 'Wliere
are the Webster and Choates of the
North?' "
Bailey related an Incident of the last
session of congress. A bill had been
Introduced to appropriate $25,U0U to
pay the expenses of the congressional
delegation to the Portland exiwsition.
He opposed it, succeeded in Cutting It
to 15,1X10, about $f00 for each member
of the party, mo;e, he observed, than
they would spend, If they helped
themselves. One of the senators who
was to make the trip came to him
and insisted that $",000 was not
enough, in response to which Bailey
sul.l:
"If I was as serious as you are I
would pay my own expenses."

PREPARATIONS COMPLETE
COMMERCIAL CONGRESS
Portland, Ore., Aup. 11. The preliminary work incidental to the sixteenth
l
annual fcesslon of the
commercial congress, which convenes in this city August 1C, has been
imcompleted. Secretary
Francis
ports SOU apolntnieute from various
states and territories, with the priv

PEACE

NOW

declination Of mnriltlnna mhlO. r.-- Komura presented, but will be an Invitation to the Japanese plenipotentiaries to consider the terms piecemeal. Some terms are satisfactory to
Russia, and others must be modified or
eliminated If there is to be an agree
ment mis time.
8T. PETERSBURG DOES NOT
LIKE JAPAN'S PEACE TERMS
St. Petersburg, Aug. 11. At the embassies and among officials of the various departments Japan's peace terms
were declared to be excessive and Impossible of acceptance If they constituted Japanese ultimatum, but generally they were regarded merely
basis on which to negotiate further.
It was argued a settlement might still
be possible if certain features such as
relinquishment of Interned warship
and limitation of Russian naval op- erations in far east were open to possible modification.
GERMANY

THINKS PEACE
MAY YET BE HAD
Berlin, Aug. 11. The foreign offlco
without giving Judgement on theeqult-ableneB- S
RUSSIA'S REPLY READY
of Japanese terms of peso
FOR DELIVERY TOMORROW,
negotiations will continue tua-t- il
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 11. The believes
agreement is reached.
Russian reply is practtcally already
completed and will be handed by Mr. INDEMNITY AND
-CESSION ,
Wltte to Baron Komura tomorrow
OF 8AKHALIN REFUSED
morning. Mr. Wltte has officially no
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug.
Astified Baron Komura of this fact, and
an official call for a meeting of the sociated Press learns that the chief
conference at that hour has been Is- feature of the Russian reply to ths
Japanese peace terms will be on
,
sued.
Witte explained this tnomlng to the agreement to accept all except two
M'oHftted Prestf correspondent that conditions as basis for discussion. The
be bad written his reply during the two points to which a
night in Russian, and the secretaries will be returned are Indemnity and
are now engaged In translating It into cession of the island of Sakhalin.
French and English.
Wlttee took occasion to deny the THE JAPS CAPTURE NAVAL
STATION AND GUARDS
current report that the answer bad
Tokio, Aug. 11. Adlmral Kataoko
been dedicated from St. Petersburg.
He explained his powers were such reports that be dispatched a force to
that it was not necessary for him to cooperate with the army in attacking
await Instructions from St. Peters a Russian force holding the southburg cV Peterhoff.
eastern coast light house twenty
miles east of Korsackoff. The naval
WITTE WILL NEITHER
force, four armed boats, attacked the
NOR
ACCEPT
REFUSE. Russians the morning of August 10th,
St. Petersburg, Aug. 11. Every step the army making a simultaneous ator tne negotiations at Portsmouth is tack from the eastward. After a bomfully reported here. The reply of Am bardment lasting two hours the Rusbassador ' Wltte to be presented to sians surrendered. The prisoners nummorrow will neither be acceptance nor ber 125.
e

FEARFUL AND FATAL FIRE
DESTROYS SOAP FACTORY
New York, Aug. 11. Twenty women were carried burned and unconscious, five 'of them very badly parboiled, from a Are in W. H. Daggltt's
Sons' soap factory. West 120th street
today.
Tanks containing seventy thousand
gallons of soap fats exploded after the
building had
fire In the three-storbeen brought under control.
Thereafter the firemen fought this
new danger, crawling on their stom

achs on the sidewalks outside ths
building, unable to stand In the poisonous cloud of smoke, which they
from the fiery smoke, and
greases
exposed to
little rivers of scorching fluid which
flowed out of the building.
Several firemen who were taken out
unconscious and restored, refused to
obey orders to go to hospitals but ra
back to their posts of duty. Lous estimated fit 150,000.

YELLOW FEVER CONDITIONS

MGR. CHAPELLE

y

ed

while-continuall- y

NOT VERY ENCOURAGING
McGregor, Texas, Aug. 11. United
States Senator Bailey, of Texas, was
the principal speaker at the Confeder
ate reunion yesterday, Tils subject being "Defense of the South." Mr. Bailey said:
"I have been pained within the past
few IllOnllld In l urn flint a cmithf.rn
man called to the presidency of the
university oi Virginia, stiould speak
lisiaragirnly of southern traditions."
He remarked that the University of
Ylicinta. Hl.onld. f,t nil eiliicaf innnl in
stitutions, be directed to speak the
truth. But Dr. Alderman at a banquet In New York, made a speech,

OF

IS LAID TO REST

New Orleans, Aug. 11. Following s
solemn requiem mass, tho body of
Archbishop Chapelle was laid to rest
today, date of interment having been
advanced a day in view of the fact
that the health authorities considered
It unwle to have a public funeral
which would have tho effect of drawing together an Immense assemblage.
Texas Is Still Alarmed.
Services lasted two hours, the InterNew Orleans, Aug. 11. Reports ment lieing private. Burial was made
from Texas say Dr. Talor has no wish In the crypt under the Cathedral
to bar freight from here carried by where lie the bodies of tlx predecesSouthern Pacific but that passengers sors of tho archbishop.
are slipping across the line on freight
trains and If the road does not put a SECRETARY ROOT RESIGNS
stop to the practice there will be a
revival of embargo against freight.
ALL OTHER CONNECTIONS

New Orleans, Aug. 11. Noon report,
new cases, New Orleans, since 7 p. m.
Thursday, twelve; total cases to date,
759; deaths today, three; total deaths,
127.
While disease Is spreading the
death rate continues to decrease,
There are fifty cases under treatment
in Louisiana outside of New Orleans.

FOREST FIRES ARE
DEVASTATING MOUNTAINS
Butte, Mont., Aug. 11. Adivces from
western Montana state, that forest
fires are raging near the Uaho lino,
and that extensive damage is threatened.
CHINA IS WARNED

BOYCOTT

THAT
CANNOT

CO.

Shanghai, Am?. 11. Alarm regarding the impending commercial crisis
ilege of receiving as many more with- In consequence of the
lioycott, Is increasing,
now that Inin the next few days.
The feature of the program, that of formation has got abroad that PresiOriental trade, will be discussed by dent Roosevelt instructed
Minister
Theodore Wilcox, president of the con- Rockhill to warn the Chinese governgress; John Barrett, American repre- ment that America will Insist upon
sentative of the United States of Col- the full observance by China of article
ombia, and James J. Hill, president of titteen, of the Tien Tsin treaty of
l!59.
the Oreat Northern railway.
n

Now York, Aug. 11. Secretary Ell-h- u
Root, who recently entered Presi-

dent Roosevelt's cabinet, has severed
a'l connections with financial institutions of which he was formerly s director. This action was taken, ths
Times says. In order that he might
assume the secretaryship of state
without being in any way allied with
corporate interests.
BRITT AND NELSON

SIGN FOR A FIGHT.

San Francisco, Cal., Aug. 11. James
Eilwa d liritt and 'Battling" Nelson
have signed articles for a fight of
twenty-Uvrounds, to take place on
September 8 before the Colma Athletic club, for s parse of $20,000, or
U5 per cent of the gross receipts, and
a side bet of $10,000, the winner to
take all.
e
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AID, HIS SPANISH WIFE AND THEIR PRETTY
DAUGHTER, WHO NOTICED NAUGHTY THINGS

CASIO
C

SULTAN OF MOROCCO'S SCOTCH COMMANDER-IN-CHIESECURED A DIVORCE ON MISS HEBE'S TESTIMONY AND THAT OF OBSERVANT NATIVE SERVANTS SIR HARRY MACLEAN'S GUEST WAS
TO GIRL, BUT LOVED THE MOTHER.

c

WADE

Musical Stock Co.

PROFESSIONAL

J. E, KRAFT.
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 15 and 16 Grant Mock, over
the Golden Rule Dry Oooda Company.
Both phones. Appointments made by
DR.

MONTEZUMA

mall.

Edmund J. Alger,

COMPANY

8.

D. D.

A

Thursday. Friday and
uMay Evenings.
UlU

II

Sat- -

Ii

3(
HatlroRd avenue
Otrice hours
a. m. to Xi.tm p. m.; 1.30 p. m. to 6
p. m. Telephone Mil. Appointments made
by mall.
OFFICE
CLOSED
UNTIL AUGUST 23. '

VUUUWVI1IW

1 I 111 W

Bernard S. Rodey.

W
A

Evenings.

"PINAFORE"

ATTORN Kr-AT-- I,
AW.
Albuqunrque.
N. M.
Prompt attention given to all
bUKlnesa pertaining to the profeiislon.
Will practice In ai courts of the territory and before the United Htntea
in ml
ofllce.

Ira

ATTORN

mug

noon.

N. M.

open every afterAdmission, free, ex-

cept during matinees.
freshments served by
formed waiters.
Mati'iee Sunday at

Reuni-

OOId

j

S

A

Alhuqtirqti,

N.

M

M.

t

V

TV

R rirtr,

,r.

Albuquerque, N.

tr r
imiiicu

a

ft

A. L,

wm. Mcintosh

J.

Morgan.

C.

fresh and salt
Meats. Steam Sausage Factory.

Slli HAilliY
lacked, After more knocking the door peated the opeiation with the s:ime reat last opened. I.ady Maclean told sit. t. Then Miss Maclean took mather to r) luck to bed. "You cannot ters Into her own h'trt'ls. and visited
MACLHAX.

KAII

Mortimer's room, which she found
Lady
empty and the bed umdept in.
A
Daiehtcr's Vinil.
sctie followed between mother
was certain and daughter, r.nl .V
Til
ri t.ow
Maclean
..iil'.JJ
wrong, and, urged on
her r.iother to a ml Mortimer
some'
f i fho, lings, resolved
by
avay, but ;niy 7.!;ic':enn vfused, asvigil.
i
stjuing in a serting that her daughter was mad.
on a
cl:a!
rv:iy of her own room Then .Miss Macle.m revealed every-t'.it:'to her father, writing to him,
(: down the corriil T
she v. - a'
and
s'ie heard su'.kIik'.I "My own darling fpther. I r.m sorry
laity'
t' e was sure eatne to y.ty that in; it 't r r Is a thoroughly bad
I
r.
from
rh"n dawn broke. b
hao p.eticed many things that
the dressing room door was eausious-l- have caused me a great deal of worry
opened, and out peeped the head of and made lite Hi. God knows what I
Seeing Miss Mac- have gone through."
the
The kaid came to Tangier and belean in the corridor. Mortimer hastily
withdrew, hut a little while after re- - gan his suit for divorce.

enter

"

!).-

mil iiielnwori

.inse it is dark," added

!i
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BUIDING. N. THIRD

MASONIC

ST

B. A. SLEYSTEJ3
iKSURMCE.

,'

DEPOSITORY

Dr. J. E. Bronaon.
Homeopathic Physician.
Room 17.
Whttln

Cigr

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS

'
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'

;
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PIONEER BAKERY
SIMON

BALLING, Proprietor.
to nailing iJros.

n accessor

WEDDING

Or

clair-

voyant and business medium, 120
South Arno street. Office hours: 10
to 3 dally. Evenings and Sundays by

CAKE

--

SUMMER

J.

. $100,000
. $250,000

President.
HERNDON, Cashier.

B.

PAINTS, OILS.

iumwiu

Modern improvements
massive past

Palmetto Roof Paint stops all
leaks.
.. One gallon Devoes' Paint covers.
. . 300 square feet two coats.

the navy yard at cavite.
relics of
contrast with
in

the orient.
sam's naval station
at uncle
GREAT WORKERS AND THEY ARE KEPT BUSY.

"GUGUS" ARE

nadnock, Wisconsin, Raleigh and El
t'ano, ail of tne Asiatic squalron, for
all classes of ships.
An Insular force like the American
state naval militia is being formed,
an the Filipinos rapidly become good
sailors. The sailing ship Hanger has
hen detailed as a training ship for
native boys.
Aguin-ahlo'- s
.ear the Cavite yard lives personmother, an important
age among the natives, although
gy" has dropped to zero in the
curial atfections of his people.
other quaint figure long Identified
with the navy yard, is the venerable
;, who letl his profession as
' '..
a Kowloon pi: ate, to become Admiral
liewey's tailor. The Ameriean ad- -

the Spaniard had built repair shops,
Special Correspondence to Citizen:
Monila, Aug. 11. The uaval station ship railways and foundries, wnleh
from ttie Uuted formed the nucleus of the present
at Cavlte, 7,mi(I milesmiles
across the plant. To this equipment have been
Kttes. and seven
bay from Manila, is the only naval sta added pattern and boat shops, modmachinery,
riullieient
to
wharves
with
the
greaein
Orient,
and
the
in
tkm
assumed by the t'nu-- ,j construct gunnoais. or repair uatue-IppineImportance
due to the present Itusso-- - ships.
There are some 3,ne0 Filipno work-earJapanese war, it has become necesgteatly to enlarge it, A stailon nien in the station, whose wages are
the amount paid an enual
la being built at Olongapo, in the deep nt
waters at Sublg Jiay. At Cavite, the numlier of workmen in America, and
larger ships cannot go alongside tue in some cases one native does ttie
docks, the battleships having to an- - work of two ordinary men. These lit- - .,
ll.,,r !.'.,. t.l l.itl.r
;
brown
cnor a mile outside, while at Olonpapoj tie
, a- lapf themselves to American tools!
thpv nill be able to steam up to the
chines, with which to equip the
a
temperature
methods,
ami
in
and
wharves.
of the Ibet, who had worn out
Originally Cavte was a Spanish of lei) li grees they work from 7 a.'
white suits in long service
tort. Gaulaloupe, and the oil smooth- tn. to 5 p. in., requiring little food ori their
lie May old Chinaman lound
whitecig-- j ..u.iat.
wti'.-rthe
from
smoking
bristle
guns
but
Innumerable
still
bore
this so pleasant that he also attemptthe
fort
Inside
areites.
casemates.
washed
to In i it iu several boxes of opium
The historic fl :ure of El Sano, the' ed
for his exiled countrymen, thereby
ex plorer, second In com-iga!
le
iieb
fat
COFFEE.
AND
MECHANIC
avoiding the heavy duty, and leaping
m a ii
to Magelhin. who discovered the ' a rh h harvest,
but iu this he avers,
rnniiipines.
near
statMs
When
the
Left
main
hi' had "inuehee velly poor luck
The Old Coffee Troubles
building
of
yard.
was
the
Amusing
Quit.
He
"Sincu imittinir coffee I am hearty the attempta to move this 'historic
MERCHANT TAILOR
mo: i' suitable tdace unon
f,:i
,.n
iind no to in v work statue to
ntv
AUU " - '
the Ameriean oeiupntion of the sta
every day and feel stronger and better tion.
,
BAMBINI HAS OPENED BUSI
The practical sailor's i ye per-:0to when
In every way than I u.-ceived that it would require a derrick!
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST RAIL'
was considerably younger.
ROAD AVENUE.
purchase to
with a heavy four-fol"I am a mechanic and have been a life the immense bronze, and this was
preat lover of coffee and used it all rigged
I have opened a merchant tailoring
after many days' work. When
my life until a few months ago when the crew of sailors began to heave on establishint nt upstairs over No. SOU
I made up my mind that it was hurtthe cable the figure shot up into the West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
ing me. 1 suffered from const itpation, air like a balloon It was of wood, patronage
of tho general, public.
Indigestion and kidney troubles and covered with bronze paint.
Suits made too order. Clothes cleaned
I used to Moat up and "have pains In
pood pressed and repaired. The specific I
Along side the wharves,
my back.
American ships like the Wilmington, use will not injure the cloth. Ladies'
"Something had to be done, and I Monterey mid Monadnoek have as garments also cleaned, and walking
quit coffee, the old kind, I mean, and berthmates the l'anipanga. liasco and skirts made to order. Fit guaranteed.
began to use Tost urn Food Coffee. In Villalobos. These gunboats won last Have had 13 years' experience
In
a few weeks 1 was a well man again. ing fame In the troubled days when this city. Give tne a trial.
My bowels became regular, my food the Filipino Insurgents changed from
O. HAMUIXI.
digested comfortably, the bloating
ally to enemy. They boldly steamed
longer
my
troubled
no
In
back
Only
The
Way.
pains
in uncharted waters, up unknown riv- There is no way to maintain the
me and my kidneys resumed healthy, eis, boiubarduitr hostile camps, burn
condiimproved
normal action. That
ing the enemy's supplies, and begrt health and strength of mind anil liody
tion remains. I am sure I owe it to ting a wholesome respect
for the except by nourishment. There Is no
I'ostum Coffee, for 1 have used no American flag. When unfortunate way to nourish except through the
medicines.
enough to run aground or break down stomach. The stomach must be kept
"1 like Pnstum much better than from constant
service, they limped healthy, pure and sweet or the
seems
It
more
to
be
strength will let down and disease
the old kind.
back to Cavite to refit.
satisfying and I and my whole family
loss of
Since lit wcy cut the cable to Ma- will set up. No appetite,
night.
noon
morning,
This nilla, much of the red tape Incident strength, nervousness, headache, conand
drink it
I'os-turof
my
statement
what
honest
la
to navy yards repairs in the east rnas stipation, bad breath, sour risings,
has done for uie." Name given by been severed and the Important work rifting, indigestion, dyspepsia and all
post um Co., Iiattle Creek, Mich.
goes on under the supervision of few stomach troubles that are curable are
There's a reason.
officers. That the repairs are thor- quickly cured by the use of Kodol
book,
"The Road to ough and the ships kept in prime con- liyepepsia Cure. Kodol dlgesti what
Get the little
Wellvllle," In every package.
dition Is shown by the winning of you cat and strengthens tho whole
SHJ'o VF..ldf,fl,dia5etaoln shrdlu lnin the gunnery prizes by the Oregon, Mo- - digestive apparatus.
v
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VARNISHES AND BRUSHES

Of Albuquerque Business Colleae.
In addition to regular work we will

LEATHER,

HARNESS.

SAuDLES.

ETC.

n

H EATING CO.
I. H. COX, Manager.
Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
Iron

412 W. Railroad Ave.
AUTO.

'PHONE, 671.

COLO.,2Ct.

tt

405

V.

KAILROAI)

AVK

W.LTrimble&Cc
LIVERY. SALE. FEED AND

TRANSFER

STABLES,

Horses and Mules bought and exchangAddress W. L. Trimble - Co..
Albuquerque, New Mexico
IJKST TUUNorrr.-- ) IN
TDK CITY.

ed.

SECOND

STREET.

BETWEEN

RAILROAD

AND COPPER AVENUES.

olli-eei-

A. W. HAYDEN

Public Is Aroused.
The public Is arounsfd to a knowledge
of the curative merits of thnt great meil-lrtunic, Electric Hitters, for siek
liver and kidneys. Mary H. Walters of Mfi St. 'lalr avenue, Columbus,
'bin, writes: "For several months I wae
Riven up to die. I hml fever and ague,
in V nerves were wrecked; 1 could nut
sleep, and my stomnrh was so weak
from useless doctors' dines thnt f could
not eat. goon after beidnninsr to take
i:ieotrle Milters
obtained relief, and In
a short time I was entirely cured." Guaranteed at all drug stores. Price S0.
nl

1

OFFICE

412

AND FACTORY

ALliUQUKKi)UE(iN.M,
Phones, Auto. 108; Colo., Black

Rankin

265.

8c Co.

FIRE INSURANCE.
RTAL ESTATE
LOANS

PRODUCE

HAY, GRAIN

AND FEED
Wholesale and Retail.
HIDES, PELTS AND WOOL

J.

B. MacMANUS,

602 South

First Street

UNION

fire
insurance.

Secretary Mutual Building
Office at J. C. Ualdrldge'g
yard.

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE

M

H
H
H
H
H

Flour,

1878

Grain

GROCER

and

!

Provisions.

f
axxxxxxxxxxxocxxxxxxxxxxx;

KAILROAD AVENUE.

ALBUQUERQUE.

N.

"
XJrtXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXTXXtXXXXTTTXXXXXXXriTXXXM

M- -

CEMENT SIDEWALKS
W are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We us first
class material and employ competent workmen which Justl-fleus In giving you a positive guarantee.
Our prices will
compare favorably with responsible competition.

a

Large
Airy
Rooms

i GRAND
5

CENTRAL

i

HOTEL

ll

ii

I

g
2
g

Discovery

F

0NSUMPTI0N
OLDS

STONE

COMPANY

frop't.

?

Pries
COe

St.

ic ae i's

Collese

SANTA FE, N. M.

gs

C0UCP8 and

HVIMILIC

AUTOMATIC PIIOXK 711

COUCH

WITH

LAUG11L1N

Reasonable
Rates

CURE the LUNGS

no

&$t.00

Free Trial.

and Uuickcut Curt for all
THROAT and LUNG TBOUB- IK3, or M0NE1 BACK.

I

Farm and Freight Wagons

H
H

MARKET

207 West Gold Aveune
BOTH
HONES

Q

Manager.
Both Phones

A. E. WALKER,

L. B.

H
H
H
H
H

H

.

Fine Line t

A Specially

Mrs. Owm Dlndal0,
CO

ESTABLISHED

Carries the Largest and Most Extensive Stock ot
Staple Groceries In the Southwest.
h

Fresh Meats and Sausages

S

Automatic Phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.
CLARKVILLE

g "OLD RELIABLE"

M

I TRY OUR

8

West Copper Avenue

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxzxxxxxxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

44

Coiitractorand lluililer

1

d

McPHERSON, Vice Pres.
Asst. Cashier.

ROY McDONALD,

PLUMBING AND

street

MRS. C. GRANNIS.
Invites you to Inspect her fine line
of fancy goods, Hardanger, French
and wool embroideries, Battenburg
and crocheted goods, sofa pillows, tea
cloths, collars and cuffs and Battenburg patterns,
baby caps, Afghans
and opera shawls, ladles' fine underwear made to order Rnd children's
clothing a speciality. Room 3G, Bar-nebuilding, Albuquerque. N. M.

D. A.

The Standard

SCHOOL.

RAMSAY &. ALLMAN,
Gleckler .Block, Corner Fourth
and Gold Avenue.

BANK

VLillCQUKRUUE

O. N. MARRON,

nave Review Classes for teachers'
high school, graded school,
and we
guarantee first class, baking
nd Snanlsh courses. Opens Monday,
hi b. First Street,
Albuquerque June 12.
l eu weeks for $10. for any course.
For further particulars address

Thos. F. Keleher

ed

NATIONAL

We have had a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we would like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.

The original Spanish hair tonic.
Hennoso pelo, (beautiful hair.) Posf
tively stops falling hair In one applica'
t.ion; cures dandruff always, and la a
perfect dressing for gentlemen and
lauies' hair. For sale at 50 cents per
bottle. Agents wanted. 410
South Edith street.
SOUTHWESTERN TOILET
SPECIALTY CO.
Albuquerque, N. M
410 South Edith street.
,

SPECIALTY

A

p

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Bant F
Railway
Company.

CAPITAL .
DEPOSITS

We desire patronage

the

STATE

THE

CLAIRVOYANT.

113 1.2 W. Railroad Ave.

n i

M.

Hnnolntment.

"

Paid-u-

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, J250.0OO.O9

Officers and Directors:
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS.... President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...Vice
President
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
W. W. WOODs
Assistant Cashier
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

Block.

FE RAILWAY

a-

Mrs. Alice Coburn Hayward,

TOUCH ELBOWS AT CAVITE, P. I.

AND

Authorized Capital,
$500,000.00

BANK

VETERINARY.
Dr. Blott, M. R. C. V. 3.
Veterinary
surgeon nr.
itetitlat
Horses, cattle and lo?s ;r- atod by
the latest, un to dale. a :i oved. sci- ntitle methods. Olllce - Trimbles'
stables.
Old nhone. 3: auto.. 122.

5, CROMWELL BLOCK.
Autumatic Telephone, 171.

CIVILIZATIONS

M.

O. E. CROMWELL

FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

ROOM

JmoKc the White Lily

A. M. BLACKWELL

FIRST
NATIONAL

C. H. Conner, M. D., D. O.
OsteOUathlG nhvufelnn or,t en
President New Mexico Board of Osteo
path. All diseases successfully
treated.
Offliee
Darnett
htilldlne.
Hours, 9 to 2 and 2 to 4. Uoth telephones. Sundays by appointment.

I

REAL ESTATE,
NOTARY PUBLIC

y

i

of

kinds

N,

Asst. Cashier'
george
arnot

solomon luna

BALDRIDGE

PHYSICIANS.
All

ALBUQUERQUE,

SOLOMON LUNA, President;
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson,

CONTRACTOR IVIl urilnrD
mntPn chnerfully furnished; Job work'no-liclteAutomatic 'rhone Tii: Hh.m an
North hecond street. Albuquerque. N. M.

THIRD STRUT

OF

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

4 BUILDER.

CONTRACTOR

COMMERCE

in -

w

UUllillUg,

lloth 'phones.

M.

OF

BANK

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMODATION
SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, 1150,000.00

architects

V

1 0

1

THE

Kult. id

Armlto tinllilinn.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Crom

John H. Stlngle.

15c

0

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

Albuquerque,

ATTORNKV-AT-I.A-

Time Vaudeville

$100,000

national llank build

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY
Office
well block, Albm jerque, N. M.

3 p. tn.

SURPLUS

Bryan.

R. W. D.

OlBce, Firs.,

ing.

AND

mama, claims.

ATTORN

Gariens

M. Bond.

W., Washington,

avenue.

I

CAPITA,.

32 F etreet, N.
u. v,. pensions, lands,
patents, copyrights, cavlats, letter pat- -

Admission .. .. 15c and 25c
Res rved seats on sale? at O.
A. Matron's, 202 West Kail-ro- a

i

Albuquerque, - New Mexico

LAWYERS.

Monday,
Tuesday
Sunday.
and Wednesday

S

.

mmmmmnmuiu

TRUST

tat)

Mar-lean- ,

OLD AND NEW

CARDS

brTnSTsT'

No.

Py Harry O. Former.
Ixmilnn, Auk. 11. In a pi:nrsrt,
Scotch
trial. Kali! Sir Harry
commander In chief of the fultnn of
Morocco's army, has Just secured a
divorce from his vivacious wife. His
beautiful
chief witness was his
daughter. Ilrbo, 20, who was herself
SpenIn love with tho
cer 1 owls Mortimer. Miss Maclean,
however, became convinced that his
attentions were a blind to aliav suspicion during his frequent visits to
the kald'it home at Tancior.
The Kaid's trust In his wife never
wavered until his daughter informed him that Mortimer was in reality
thp lover of her mother.
Lady Mac enn Is a Smnlard of an
animated disposition. Mortimer was
an officer in the Ilritish garrison at
the Rock. The two pave each other
presents, among the Kifts of I.ady
Maclean to her lover being a magnificent white Aral) charger. Mortimer's
visits to the knld's limine wore constant. ' "f the k.iid met him only once,
tie heir- - - mrv-- t nf the time busy with
Vi-'tils duties :i V
Maclean believed Mortimer was In love with her.
but occasionally grew Jealous, and pile
once wrote to Mortimer:
"My Parling Spen. Where are you
darling. How are you? Not having
heard from you makes me think you
have traveled to some far land. 1
wish you. dear heart, were here. I
should tell a lot of things Into your
cars, and give them a tiny wee bite
and a kiss to ere them afterwards. 1
hope, my sweet, when you do come,
you will Vindly remember not to make
me Jealous airaln, for, my darling. It
hurts. I feel in a very wicked little
o I had better end before I
mood,
shock my Spcn."
Very Very Loving.
kaid's
at th
Moorish servants
house testified, after taking their oath
on the koran. that T.ady Maclean and
Mortimer were very loving, and that
at the dinner table Mortimer used to
put food Into I.ady Maclean's mouth.
One of the servants said he had seen
Maclean en dlsliabi.le, one
morning, through her balcony window,
while behind her stood Mortimer.
Garbed in Pajamas.
The most dramatic part of the cas
was related by Miss Maclean, who.
by this time, had become somewhat
auspicious. One night Miss Maclean
after going to bed, remembers that
he had not said good night to her
mother. She walked down the corridor to her mother's room and knocked
at the door, but received no answer.
She then tried the door and found it
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Will Buy You A Beautiful Fifty Foot Lot In The

f

100 - Q150 -

PHce

II

$200

Call at our office and we will drive you over the property

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY
W. H.

Solomon Luna,

Greer, Pres.
igrfnrtfc

Th?

Glebe-Wcrnic- he

er?SK7R

M, W.

V-Pr- es.

Flournoy, Sec.

Sectional Book Case

JJl

TXiWt

terests of immense value has tended their business, the only way effectto produce unfair restraints of trade ively to meet this attitude on their
of an oppressive character, and these part is to give to the Executive Deunfair restraints tend to create great partment of the government a more
artificial monopolies. The violations direct and therefore more efficent

Elastic

M

Sellers, Mgr.

D. K. D.

law, supervision and control of their manof the law known as the
which was meant to meet the condi- agement.
Regulate the Trusts.
tions thus arising, have more and
Is the standard of excellency In book cases. They are the origIn speaking against the abuses commore become confined to the larger
inators of the unit system in book cases. We have the exclusive
s
line, and have Just received a com.
agency of this
combinations, the very ones against mitted by certain very wealthy corwhose policy of monopoly and oppres- porations or Individuals, and of the
plete line of them, and invite you to call and inspect the line. It
is a pleasure to show you the many advantages of the GLOBE
sion the policy of the law was oicfly necessity of seeking so far as it can
safely be done to remedy these abuses
WERNICKE over other makes. Why pay. as much for an Inferior
directed.
there Is always danger lest what is
article as you can get the standard for. See our window display.
Many of these combinations
y sec- said may be misinterpreted
as an at"Get the habit."
ret methods and by protracted litiga- tack upon men of means generally.
tion are still unwisely seeking to Now it can not too often be repeated
avoid the consequences of their illegal in a republic like ours that i,ie only
action. The government has very way by which it Is possible permanD.
properly exercised moderation In at- ently to benefit the condition of
Corner Coal Ave. and Second St
Successor to W. V. Futrelle.
tempting to enforce the criminal pro- less able and less fortunate, Is to the
so
visions of the statute; but it has be- shape our policy that all Industrious
come our conviction that In some and efficient people who act decently
cases, such as that of at least certain may tie benefited; and this means,
island, and are also endeavoring to of the beef packers recently indicted of course, that the benefit will come
PRESIDENT'S SPEECH
stir up opposition to the treaty both in Chicago, it Is impossible longer even more to the more able and more
Moreover, if the fortunate. If, under such circumstanin Santo Domingo and here, trusting to show leniency.
that in one place or the other it may existing law proves to be inadequate, ces, the less fortunate man is moved
(Continued from Page 1.)
be possible to secure either the re- so that under established rules of evi- by envy of his more fortunate brother
things in our history in which we jection of the treaty or else its dence clear violations may not be to strike at the conditions under
should take more genuine pride than amendment in such fashion as to be readily proved, defiance of the law which they have both, though unmust inevitably lead to further legisla- equally, prospered, he may rest asthe way in which we liberated Cuba, tantamount to rejection.
and then, Instead of instantly abanUnder the course taken, stability tion. This legislation may be more sured that while the result may be
doning it to chaos, stayed in direction and order and all the benefits of peace drastic than I would prefer. If so, it damaging to the other man, it will be
of the affairs of the island until we are at last coming to Santo Domingo, must be distinctly understood that it even more damaging to himseir. Of
had put it on the right path, and final- all danger of foreign intervention has will be because of the stubborn deter- course, I am now speaking of prosly gave it freedom and helped it at ia ceased, and there Is at last a pros- mination of some of the great combi- perity that comes under normal and
conditions.
started on the life of an Independent pect that all creditors will get jus- nations in striving to prevent the en- proper
In our industrial and social system
republic.
tice, no more and no less. If the forcement of the law' as it stands, by
Santo Domingo has now made an arrangement is terminated, chaos will rcij ur iet?, legal aim oiegui. vtry the Interests of all men are so closely
appeal to us to help it In turn, and follow; and if chaos follows, sooner many of these men seem to think that intertwined that in the Immense maof cases the straight dealing
not only every principle 01 wisuum or later this government may be In- the alternative Is simply betweeji sub-- ; jority
who by ingenuity and industry
but every generous instinct within us volved in serious difficulties with for- mittlng to the mild kind of govern-- ; man
bids us respond to the appeal. The eign governments over the island, or mental control we advocate and the benefits himself must also benefit
The man of great productive
conditions in Santo Domingo have for else may be forced itself to intervene absolute freedom to do whatever they others.
who gets rich through guid& number of years grown from bad to in the island in
some unpleasant think best. They - are greatly In error, j' capacity
or thousworse until recently all society was fashion. Under the present arrange- Either they will- have to submit to ing the labor of hundreds
of other men does so, as a rule,
on the verge of dissolution. Fortun- ment the independence of the sland Is reasonable supervision and regulation j ands
by enabling their labor to produce
ately Just at this time a wise ruler scrupulously respected, the danger of by the national authorities, or else more
sprang up in Santo Domingo, who, violation of the Monroe Doctrine by they will ultimately have to submit ance, than it would without his guidand both he and they share in
with his colleagues, saw the dangers the intervention of foreign powers to governmental action of a far more
benefit, so that even if the share
threatening their beloved country, vanishes, and the interference of our drastic type. Personally, I think our the
be unequal it must never be forgotten
and appealed to the friendship of government Is minimized, so that we people would be most unwise if they that
too are really benefited
their treat and powerful neighbor to ' only act in conjunction with the San- let any exasperation due to the acts by his they
success.
help them. The immediate
threat to Domingo authorities to secure the of certain great corporations drive
A vital factor in the success of any
came in the shape of foreign inter- payment of Just debts and to secure them into drastic action, and I should enterprise
guiding intelligence
is
vention. The previous rulers of San- the Santo Dominican government oppose such action. But the great cor of the man atthethe top, and there Is
to Domingo had recklessly incurred against demands for unjust d'ibts. porations are themselves to blame If need In the inteiest of all of us to
debts, and owing to her internal dis- The present method prevents there by their opposition to what is legal encourage rather than to discourage
orders she had ceased to be able to being any need of our establishing and just they foster the popular feel- the activity of the exceptional men
provide means of paying the debts. any kind of protectorate over the isl- ing which tells for such drastic action. who guide average men so that their
Some great corporations resort to labor may result In Increased producThe patience of her foreign creditors and and gives the people of Santo DoRegarding Interstate Commerce,
had become exhausted, and at least mingo the same chance to move ontion of the kind which Is demanded
one foreign nation was on the point of ward and upward which we have al- every technical expedient to render at the time. Normally wo help the
enforcement
prevented
of
only
was
law
the
impossible, wage worker, we help the man of
Intervention and
ready given to the people of Cuba. It
from intervening by the unofficial as- will be doubly to our discredit as a and their obstructive tactics and re- small means, by making conditions
fusal
to
acquiesce
government
in
surance of this
the policy of the such that the man of exceptional busithat it nation If we fail to take advantage of
would itself strive to help Santo Do- this chance; for it will be of damage law have taxed to the utmost the ma- ness ability receives an exceptional rechinery
of
the department of Justice. ward for their ability.
mingo in her hour of need. Of the to ourselves, and, alwve all. It will
debts Incurred some were just, while be of Incalculable damage to Santo In my judgment congress may well
Hut while insisting with all em- o
Inqui-vhetner it should not seek phasis upon this, it is also true that
some were not of a character which Domingo.
Every consideration
of
other
means for carrying into effect experience has shown that when there
really renders it obligatory on. or wise policy, and, above all. every
proper for, Santo Domingo to pay consideration of large generosity, bids he law. I believe that all corpora- Is no governmental restraint or super-- !
tions
engaged in interstate commerce vision, some of the exceptional men
them in full. Hut she could not pay us meet the request of Santo Dominshould Jie under the supervision of use their energies, not in ways that!
any of them at all unless some stabil- go as we are now trying to meet it.
th' national rovernniciit.
I do not are for the common good, but in ways!
ity was assured.
Our Domestic Policy.
believe in taking steps hastily or which tell against this common good;
The Santo Domingo Treaty.
forSo
one
our
much
for
of
feature
rashly, and it may be that all that and that by so doing they not only
Accordingly the executive depart- eign policy. Now for one
feature of is ncoessaiy in the Immediate
ment of our government negotiated a our domestic
future wiong smaller and less able men '
policy.
One
the
of
treaty under which we are to try to main features of our national gov- is to pass an Inurstate commerce bill whether wage workers or small pro- -'
conferring upon some branch of the ducers and traders hut force other'
help the Dominican people to straigh- ernmental policy should
the effort executive government the power
ten out their finances. This treaty is to secure adequate and be
of men of exceptional abilities themsueffective
action to remedy the abuses selves to do what is wrong under pen-- ;
pending before the senate, whose con- pervisory and regulatory
over
control
sent to it is necessary. In the mean- all great corporations doing an inte- in connection with r:.ilway transpor- alty of falling behind in a keen race;
time we have made a temporary ar- state business. Much of the legisla- tation. But in the end, and in my Judg- tor success. There Is need of legisment at a : iiite not very
rangement which will last until the
off, we lation to strive to meet such abuses.'
aimed to prevent the evils con- shall hfve to or at least wefarFhall
find At one time or in one place tills legsenate has had time to take action up- tion
nected
with
enormous
developislation may take the foim of factory
that we ought to, take
on the treaty. Under this arrange- ment of these the
action
great
corporations
has as regards all ccpouitions doing 'in laws and employers' lialdllty laws.1
ment we see to the honest adminis- been ineffective, partly
it t'.rsiate business. Tho
Under other conditions it may take
u-- .
tration of the custom houses, collect- aimed at doing too much, because
and partly
in interstate trade, resulting the form of dealing with franchises
ing the revenus, turning over forty-fiv- e because
govit did not confer ou the
trom the industrial development of which derive their value from tho
per cent to the government for
a really efficient method of tin; last qua-.eof the
of r. ceii:er. makes grant of the representatives
running expenses and putting the ernment
any
guilty corporation to ac- :i proper that the federal
government people. It may be aimed at the niani-lolpor cent into a safe de- holding
other fifty-fiveffort to prevent ad re- should, so la. as may be necefsaty to
in their efabuses,
posit for equitable division among the count. ofThe
.
competition, whether harm- carry into effect its national
policy, fects, which spring from overeapital-'various creditors, whether European straint
ful
or
beneficial,
may
necessary
has
been
be
ization.
Or
it
to
assume
a
inadmlnlstrntivp
drgre
of
or American, accordingly as, after
what is needed is not so much the ef- control of these great ct.rpoif.tions.
meet such conditions as those with
vestigation, their claims seem just.
fort to prevent combination as a vigilIt may well be that we shall find! which I am now dealing, and to strive
The custom house offers well-nigand effective control of the com that the only effective way of exercis- to procure proper supervision and regthe only sources of revenue In Santo ant
by the National government
Domingo, and the different revolu- binations formed, so as to secure just ing this supervision is to require all ulation great
corporations engaged in
equitable dealing on their part corporations
engaged in interstate of all
tions usually have as their real aim and
toward the public generally, to- commerce to produce proof satisfac- interstate commerce or doing an interthe obtaining possession of these cus- alike
ward their smaller competitors, and tory, say, to the Depaitment of Com-- , state business.
tom- houses.
The mere fact that we toward
s
There are good people who aie
in their em- merce, that they are not parties to!
the
are protecting the custom-houseand ploy.
afraid of each tpye of legislation; and
any contract or combination or
collecting the revenue with efficiency
in any monopoly in interstate much the same kind of argument that
Under the present laws we have in
and honesty has completely discouris now advanced against the effort to
t
movement, the last four years accomplished much trade 111 violation of the
aged all revolutionary
has been
law, and that their conduct on certain regulate big corporations
while It has already produced such that is of substantial value; but tho other
specified points is proper; and, again and again advanced against the
an Increase in the revenues that tho difficulties in the way have been so moreover,
that these i o: im. rations c.fiM't to secure proper employers' liagovernment is actually getting more great as to prove that further Kgiala-tiobility laws or proper factory laws
Is advisable.
per cent that we
Many corporations shall agree, with a penalty of forfeit-- : Willi
from the forty-livloference to women anil childo! their right to engage In such:
turn over to it than it got formerly show themselves honorably desirous tire
to furnish any evidence or. ren; much the same kind of argument
when It took the entire revenue. This to obey the law; but, unfortunately, commerce,
any kind as to their trade between: was. advanced but five years ago
is enabling the poor harrassed peo- some corporations, and very wealthy the States
against tho franchise tax law enacted
whenever so required
ple of Santo Domingo once more to ones at that, exhaust every effort
was governor.
Department of Commerce.
j in this state when
turn their attention to industry to which can be suggested bv the highest
Of course there is always the danIt is the almost universal policy of'
be free from the curse of intermnable ability, or secured by the most lavish the seve.al
states, provided by stat- ger of abuse if legislation of this type!
revolutionary disturbance. H offers to expenditure of money, to defeat the ute, that foreign
corporations may law-- is approached in a hysterical or senti
nil luinn fide creditors, American and purposes of the laws ou the statute lully conduct
business within thtirl mental spiritr, or, above all, if it is ap- European, the only really good books.
n spirit ot
envy and
Not only the men in control of these boundaries only when they produce pioaclieii in
chance to obtain that to which they
that they have complied h:"red toward men of wealth.
are Justly entitled, while it in return corporations, but the business world ccrtiiicdtes
We must not try to go too fast, un-- '
requirements of their
gives to Santo Domingo the only op- generally, ought to realize that such witn the statts;
u other words, that der penalty of finding 'hat we niav l.e
portunity of defense against claims conduct is in every way perilous, and
shall not enjoy tho priv-ile- going in the wrong direction; and la'
which It ouph not to pay for now if constitutes a menace to the nation
s and immunities afforded by the any event, we ought aKvays to pro-It meets the views of the senate we generally, and especially to the peo- .state gove. nments
ed by evolution an. n t by revoluwithout first com- shall ourselves thoroughly
examhre ple of great property.
Plying with the policy of their laws. tion. The laws must be conceived
I earnestly believe that thl-all these claims, whether American
is true Nmv the benefits which corporations and executed in a spirit of sanity and
or foreign, and see that none that are of only a relatively Miiall portion of 'iia:'i d In interstate
j.:s'ice, and with exactly as much retrade enjoy
improper are paid. Indeed, the only the very rich men engaged In handUnited States government gard for the rights oft ho big man as
effective opposition to the treaty will ling the largest corporations in the are incalculable; and in respect
of for the rights of the lit tin man treatprobably come from dishonest credi- country; but the attitude of these com- such trade the
of the Fed-- I ing big man and little man exactly
tors, foreign anil American, and from paratively few nieu does undoubtedly eral governmentJurisdiction
is supreme w hen it alike.
the professional revolutionists of the harm the country, and above all, harm chooses to exercise it.
Our ideal must be the effort to comgiod
already
island Itself. We have
the men of large means, bv the Just.
When, as Is now the case, many
freedom for individual
reason to believe that some of the but sometimes misguided, popular in- tho gn at corporations consistentlyof bine all proper
guarantee that the
some
with
effort
expose
dignation
creditors who do not dare
to which It gives rise. The strain the last resources of legal effort Is not exercised in contraventheir claims to honest scrutiny are consolidation In the form of what are technicality to avoid
to a tion of the eternal and immutable
endeavoring to stir up sedition in the popularly called trusts of corporate in law fur the reasonableobedience
regulation of principles of Justice.
anti-trus- t
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The Scenic Features, the Mining
Centers, the Commercial Cities,
the Manufactories, the Smelting Interests, the Choicest Agricultural
Lands, the Health and Pleasure
places, are all along or reached
most conveniently from tne

Colorado Southern
Railway

WITH OUR PILSNER BEER

I3
Many of the best parts of the state
can be reached by no other railway.
Are you Interested in Colorado?
Send three cents in stamps for our
beautiful illustrated book, "Picturesque Colorado," to
T. E. FISHER, Gen. Pas Agt..
Denver, Colo.

what we are doing with every one who testa

its delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There is no warm weather beverage that can
compare with this refreshing drink on a warm
day. It is not only pleasant to taste but is invigorating and wholesome. $3 per case of 2 dozen
x
quarts. $2 per case 2 dozen pints.

THE DINING

Southwestern Brewery & Ice Company

CAR SERVICE

Auto. Phone 292.

Auto, 'Phone No. 316

(From the California Limited
Log llook)

can't

I

Residence Auto. 'Phone No. 299

A, BORDERS
Funeral Director
and Em halmer

It la peculiar that 'all of us
should compliment the Harvey
System, and yet wo do. It's a
habit, and we can't help 1L I
am really ashamed to say anything further, but

M

Colo. Phot

Bell 'Phone No. 115

'

!

ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE

OLUB BUILDING.

COMMERCIAL

ab-

stain. The dining car service
on the California Limited Is too
good to be true.
K. T. W.
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WHITE OR BLACK
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SUMMER EXCURSIONS
SANTA FE IS THE WAY
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Chicago and return, $5250, with final limit of October 81, or U
good for sixty days.
St. Louis and return, J44.B0, with final limit of October
tl or $44.80
ftood for sixty days.
TICKETS ON BALE DAILY UNTIL SEPTEMBER 30.
Denver and return, $25.15.
Colorado Springs and return, $22.15.
Pueblo and return, $20.15.
Glenwood Springs and return, $36.15, via Pueblo, or $41.16 Tia Denrar
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FINK RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
Finest Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines and"

199.

Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of lager served.
Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.
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Goods,

Heekin & Co' s Coffees,
Granite Flour. ,, ,,

...

ST

AND
STAPLE
FANCY GROCERIES
214 South Second Street.

Hillsboro Creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
Orders Solicited
.Free Delivery

Toti & Gradi,

In
Dealers
PROVISIONS, HAY
GRAIN AND FUEL.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders
for this line with us.

GROCERIES,

213215217 NORTH

'

THIRD STREET

X

A

EL1YIQ

FINEST
AND

BRANDIES

JOSEPH
H

AND

SAMPLE

CLUBROCMS

we fhi

Prescriptions
RIGHS.

at consistent Prices

WHISKIES,

WINES
ETC

BARNETT, Prop.

120 West Rallroaj Avenue

B.

RUPPE

Next to Bank of Commarce

203 West

R. R.

Ave.
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The Citizen Publishing Company

TWO HEART CHANGES.
The Citizen is much p. cased t i find that the Morning
Journal has pome round to the const rvntive position on
the police question, which this paper lias held from the
ll HOW SilVS t.Klt
S ' SS
l. irinninir lf llll nro9itll
"the responsibility for the system rests upon the people
ami not upon the police, who are merely instruments for
carrying out the public will." This change of heart on the
part of iho morning paper Is peculiarly gratifying because It is so complete and eniplia'ic that It lias been a
'matter of general talk in the town today. Then, too, it is
the only right ami conservative position. This The Citi-scsaw at the beginning. a"1' hence adopted it.
Hut the Morning Journa has experienced n change
of lwart on nnother point, even more radical and
than that ahout the police, and one which The C'iti-aecannot endorse.
It will he remembered that when the water franchise
extension was a live Issue before the people, because The
its entire battery
Citizen opposed it the Journal lew-lethe
of condemnation upon us and tried to blow us out of C!t'.-acwater. It declared times without number thai The
was reflecting on the dignity, integrity, ubi.ity, honesty, of the city council; and though the charge was absolutely without foundation, it constituted about the only
thing the Journal did or could say on the ijuestlon for
many weeks.
Not
How Is it now? Alas the mighty has fallen:
only b ( s the Journal charge one member of the council,
a prominent young business man, with e'ng a "j''l.y
fish," but says In bo many words, 'this mm has lied."
That Is pretty strong in the way of refYcti m. Hut that
Is not all. Speaking of the whole council the Journal
i

and notary by the piece or by the year? Hut, realty, what BROWNS ARE ONLY TEASING
pood could an affidavit do? When a reporter gives the
purpot of an Interview with ft fellow townsman, his only
TEAM 13 ALSO GETTING THE
purpose Is to give It as he remembers It or understood It THE
OF IT FROM THE
WORST
at the time. If a difference of opinion afterwards arises
BUT CAN THI3 DEFEAT
between the Interviewer anil the Interviewed, as to Just
THEM ALWAYS .'
exactly what was said, each must trust to his memory,
'"erday and
It rained if
anil all the sworn statements ei'lier may sign cannot give
u the m owns am
the game el
any additional force to the original statements.
'
ami
Morencl wa po- '"
Hrowns wil. i- tthe
"comparihe
declared that
Dogberry was right when
they will be : u n a chance ai .viorenci
Minuny
tin
ine
sons are odorous." If is believed that the verity of that again tommi-nAI'ltnes, one with,
apothegm wili now be freely admitted by Mr. Illdgway Hrowns will play
Morcnci,
of Tveryboily's Magazine, who rot on the nerves of Wil- Clifton and "in wi'.h 1.1
to
I'aso tor two
Tliev win
liam Travels Jerome of New York at the recent Knife
games
lie I'.viiwns of that city
and Fork club banquet in tins city, by putting Thomas and willwith
be m,e about Friday of next.
Washington and Lincoln,
YV. l.awson in the class with
week.
savs the Kansas City Times.
Houston,
to M .mater
In a lot
French win s e;ip alnitig the Browns
Ablertnnn Tucker, of Colorado Springs, complains of on their t r said that they were
an unfair
.iit of it fromprospect
being misrepresented in an interview in the F.vi ning etting the tln-rwas a
of
of umpire, bit1
Telegraph of that city. jut as Al leiman
' re coin kniflit of t ho In- having
the
w
Morning
in
the
intervii
Albuqiieriiue complained of the
dictator ren.' i ,.,l mid that the Brow ns
.loiitnal. Hut the Albuqui rque papir uot the edge on the slid had a ;;.ie chance of carrying
Colorado Springs paper, for evidently the latter had not away a win; - number of the series
is letter was written,
Clifton.
evo.ved the idea of publishing an allbbivit.
owevcr, in
iter the Browns were
M r. nci
by a score of
b
lefeated
among
ancient
some
A professor lias discovered
4 and b I'm e tiie
to n game with
to
ruins what is supposed to be the eleventh commandment. Clifton. Mr. I'n ncli may have changed
The text is as follows: "Etnas rof yltpmorp tseynp ticht his mind rIvo then,
The gaiie at Clifton are being play-- s
ssinu repapswen a dear ton tlalis uahi." The commandw ith a short
fence and
ment is easi y translated by beginning at the end of the d on groin
Routt Comity Sentinel. one fly ove: :he fence for Morencl on
sentence and reading backward
Tuesday re !te d in four runs. French
says that if Hilly" I'ettus were down
of
charge
taken
government
has
general
That th"
there he W' Id "ct a home run every
proving
is
Orleans,
New
to bat. League rules
the ye low fever situation at
time he w
prevail at. ( l'ton.
verv satisfactory to the whole country.
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Defer not to a future day to act wisely. The ever preeent It the
one time o'ven you for ectlon. If you are out to buy a piano today,
call in here without delay, and eee the fine showing of piano bargain,
Including Chickerlng Broa., Starr, Ellington, Howard, Hamilton, Oxford,
and many other makes. Our price are low, and our term make piano
buying easy. May we have your order for piano tuning?
Established In 1900.
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The Morning Journal has resumed the roll which the
Optic so recently and appropriately claract-cri.cas that of a lightning change artist.
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Soothing and Cooling.
The salve 'l.at. heals without a scar
Is De Witt s Witch Hazel Salve. No
remedy effects such speedy relief. It
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inflammation, soothes,
out
all cuts, burns and
and
bruises. A sure cure for piles and
skin diseases. DeWilt's is the only
genuine Witch Hazel Salve, llcware
of counterfeits, they are dangerous.
t
Sold by all druggists.
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"Seems strange the city council could not draft an
YELLOW FEVER'S PAST AND
ordinance that would entail punishment for ilie crime of
CO
ITS PREiENi
lOMJiTlUN
forgery, but would have to create a s c ud ordinance
CD
making a man commit perjury in order to punish him for
Selected
CD
forgery."
If that isn't "reflect Ion," pure and un defiled, pray
FREE.
what is it? When considering this radical change of
In the old days, yellow fever was a mysterious terror.
heart, The Citizen feels to ask wi;h tin late limemed
ili.-.riets
Its no re name throughout all the infecU-WITH EVERY $5.00 PUR- Artimus Ward, "Why is this thus, and what is the cause caused man's very soul to shudder.
OQ
CHASE OF GOODS DURING
C
of this thnsncss?"
OUR SALE, WE WILL GIVE A
It was spoken only in low whispers, as taoimii sound
SILHANDSOME
STERLING
itself might attract the dreadful death.
JOINT STATEHOOD BILL.
VER SOUVENIR.
It was thai most help. ess of all terrors tenor of the
CD
B. ILFELD & CO.
arlong
a
pnblb
bed
Iast Sunday Arthur W. Dunn
unknown.
ticle In the big issue if the Washington Post, giving his
What reason failed to grasp imagination supplied,
views of what wi 1 be done In the next congress, and The and Imagination inflamed by deadly fear creates tortures
Citizen gives below what he has to say on the joint state- of which demons never dreamed.
hood question. Mr. Dunn Is the representative ot the AsA yellow fever terror in the old days seared asunder
This is n better countrv t
sociated Press an the floor of the United Slates senate. all but the very strongest ties of affection and kinship.
there,
news
matters
look
after
He does nothing else but
ive-iTlie dying were forsaken lo die alone, and the dead
because ScLillu. s Ijc:.i
and Is the best posted man in America on i;i.i;t ts of na- deserted.
tional legislation.
Human nature was, as it were, cast into a liery cm is in it.
THE HAPPY HOUSEWIFE
"When ttin Inst conirress adiourned the Joint state eible and resolved into its futidamonta. brutal elements
'
Ywul grucf ; mtMitrUic
h
thorso
en
Who takes pride in her bread and
hood bill died with it, but the subject has
Beasts could not, be more beastly in tu-i- cowardice than
111 I..
oughly discussed for two years past that there seems human beings were in tile o d yellow fever days.
XK
cake making knows the pleasure and
Peculiar Disappearance,
to be very little to say. The impression prev s that two
It ways, literally, "every man for himself, and the
lnM
Ohio,
r
satisfaction to be had by the use ot
Uimvmi. of Hullrrvllte.
states will be admitted. Oklahoma and Indian Territory devil tako the hindmost," even though thy hindmost the npeculiar
disappearance of his pain
Empress mills flour. She know her
ful symptoms or umiKPsiiuii
will be jointed together as one state, and New Mexico might be stricken wife or child.
', ",l
ness, to nr. ivinijs new mis i
dehas
opposition
been
of
that
spite
all
in
Arizona,
bread will be Ihe whitest, sweetest,
and
for
There were marvelous instances of sacrifice and savs: 'They are a perfect remedy conveloped against the admission of these two territories as heroism, but they were exceptional. They only einphasiz dizziness, sour stomach, headache, drug
most nutritious and healthful,
and
stipation, etc". Guaranteed; at all
one state, will form another state.
ed the fact that superstition makes cowards and fools gists, r rice, ac
her cakes, pies and pastry dainty,
"It would not be surprising if these two new states of nearly all ot us.
are admitted without very much delay. It Is believed that
The dead, deserted by friends and Kindred, were by JEMEZ HOT SPRINGS STAGE LINE
delicate and light.
the house will pass a bill speedily, and that the senate nubile employes thrown into rude boxes or wrapped in
committee is ready to report thbill as soon as it comes sheets and carted off to burial at dead of night. Then
Carries the United States mall: only
over from the house. It remains to see how long the op- were no mourners following to the grave; no prayers
with a change of stock enroute;
line
before
out
will
hold
position to the joint statehood bill
IYI.
tho graveyard was a place of horror and tho roads to it jood rigs, horses and drivers; leaves
Alblquerqiie every Tuesday and Satthere Is consent to the admission of new states.
were accursed.
m r
ia
urday at 5 a. m. For particulars, ad
"Intimations were made at the close of the last ses
superstition.
Such was the force of
ti4 West Copper Av.
W. I Trimble & uo.. agents,
sion by some of the most pronounced advocates of sep
"EMPRESS.1
was the weakness, the cowardice, the degrada dress
Such
proBLOCK,
B.
or
J.
Albuquerque,
they
arate statehood for New Mexico and Arizona, that
tion of human nature.
prietor, I'erea, New Mexico.
would not fight a Joint statehood bill in the coming com
Today we know that yellow fever is not contagious
WHOLESALE LIQUOR ANO CIGAR
gress. In fact Senator Bailey of Texas, who was one of not even infectious, but conies through mosquitoes. The
the strongest advocates of separate statehood for
Im
may
be
absolute
with
attended
stricken and the dead
DEALERS
and Arizona, announced on the floor of the senate munity from the disease.
prevent
the
to
any
effort
not
make
would
further
he
that
Exclusive Aeents for Yellowstone.
The terror which men have blindly deserted their for FOR MOVING THE SICK OR INunion of these two territories, because the opponents of tunes and their families to
JURED.
may be shut out by
nd O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet & ChandoD White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A.
OkPrompt Service Day or Night.
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THE MIDDLE WEST.
the sorrows of mankind are due to man's Ignorance and
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THAT YOU GET

MOTORS

AND DYNAMOS

on your electrical
double

secure a

FOR EVERY

PURPOSE CARRIED IN
STOCK.
Let us supply you with fans before the hot weather begins.
Fixtures and House Wiring a specialty.
PUMPING PLANTS OF ALL SIZES FOR IMMEDIATE

Co,,

216 Scuth
SccondSt.

Prices

Reduced

& Construction

Dental

have reduced prices In all dental
work. Full upper or lower sets of
teeth from $8 up, according to quality.
Gold filling from $2 up. Amalgam
and all other fillings, from $1 up.
Gold crowns and bridge work at greatly reduced prices. Appointments made
by mail. Dr. D. C. Labbe, of Chicago,
will assist.
Oldest established

FREE!

FREE!

CASINO

1

dentist

Aaron Kloiy, a resident of this city
for the past 25 years and an active
member of several local lodges, diwd
at ti oVock this morning at St. Jos-

eph's hospital, as a result of Injuries
received on Wednesday night In a peculiar accident.
Wednesday night Floiy Buffered a
fall at his home. The shock was so
severe it. burst ed his bladder. A physician was summoned and advised that
Mr. Flory was removed to the hospital, as an operation would be necessary
to save bis life. Yesterday morning
he was taken to St. Joseph's hospital,
where nn operation was performed as
the oniy hopes of saving his iifo.
The nature of the Injury was found
to be much more serious than at first
thought, ami although everything that
medical science could do, was resorted to in hopes of prolonging his life,
Mr. Flory expired at 6 o'clock this
morning.
Active Eagle and Redman.
Mr. Flory was an active member
of the Albuquerque Aerie of Eagles
and the Improved. Order of Redmen.
He took a great deal of Interest In
these lodges and It was partially
through his efforts that local councils
of the two orders were established
in Albuquerque.
The deceased for many years was
club
connected with the Sturges'
rooms, but for the past three or four
yvars, was employed In the club
rooms of Qulekel and Bothe, Zelgers'
old place.
The funeral arrangements have not
yet been made, as advices from relatives in lunulas county, Kansas, are
awaited. The Citizen will make the
announement as soon as the arrangements are completed.
Mr. Flory leaves a wife to mourn
his death.
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Your rooms at great expense Is easy,
but to do It at small cost Is generally
difficult.
We are offering now, some thing that will delight you and all who
ee it. Here Is an assortment of

LACC CURTAINS
which are not alone truly beautiful, but possess quality much superior to that usually sold at these moderate prices. You can
decorate every window without spending much money.

60c to $ 2.00

Curtains from

Muslin
Cobbinet
Lace

"
"

"
"

Atbbcft Faber,

$1.25
50c

"
"

Pair

10.00
15.00

"
"

305 Railroad Avenue

Plumbing, Gas Fitting, and Dram Laying
IS IT? WELL, WE GUESS! WHEN
IT COMES RIGHT DOWN TO GIVING GENUINE VALUE FOR EVERY
DOLLAR YOU SPEND FOR PLUMB-INTHERE IS NO ONE AHEAD OF
US. IF YOU WANT TO BE IN THE
SWIM, GET GOOD,
ENDURING
WORK
AND SAVE
MONEY, WE
ARE THE PEOPLE TO SEE.

1

J.

L.

Bell ACo.
VENUS

22 WEST SILVER

Automatlo Telephone, No. 647.
Colorado Telephone, No. 78 Red.
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CAPTURED IN CALIFORNIA.
Paterson, N. J., Aug. 11. Public
ProM cufor
i:imy srtiit today tlia
Mayer William H. iblcher of this
city, who disappeared, Uavini; Ins
hiiatial affairs in a very bad way, had
been located at Stockton, fe'al. A warrant for his arrest has been Issued on
the charge of embezzlement.
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A

HOLLENBECK
B1LICKZ

C.

CENTRAL

HOTEL
JNO.
MITCHELL
S.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

LOCATION.
EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
Reasonable Prices
Splendid Rastaurant
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

New Mexicans and Arlzonl ans spending the summer
on the
beaches are welcome to th use .of our Ladies' parlors and Gentlemen's waiting rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and
writing materials free. Ladies. and children welcome.
All Depot cars stop at the H ollenbeck. Electric
excursion
and
beach cars pass the door.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

refunded if it fails

,i,u.j
iuv Y
FEE, 620 SOUTH SECOND ST.
was Tom Williams.
lie at-- !
tempted to assault a
Rick headache
girl. or','r''11
results from a
C(""ltlon of the Btumuch and Is
renistame was made by tho of- - uuli kly cured
by Chamberlain's Stomach
fleer.,
""'I I. Kit Tablets,
sale by all

nero

ABSCONDING

R

B.

hnal.it:,?,?rerXr1a

jiiwjui r,nu
of ,

PRICES
on Dental Work. Plates. $8.00;
Gold Crowns, $6.00;
Fillings,
$1.00 up. Teeth extracted with,
out pain, 50c. All guaranteed.

e

e
WITH EVERY 15.00 PUR- - e
CHASE OF GOODS DIIRikin a
uuk 5ale, WE WILL GIVE A
nwniuauiviE
STERLING
SOUVENIR.
B. ILFELD & CO.
9
I
v
Citizen ads bring results.
6IL-VE-

l,'a lite.

An iiM nnd well tried rcinefly Mrs.
W Inslow h
Koothlng Hvrnp hii8 been
uneil fur over sixty yearn by milliona of
in. ib.rH for their children while teeth-In- n,

with perfect Hucrctn. It soothes
tho chilil, softens the gurrm. allays all
An excellent Investment la a Citi- pain,
cure wind rhollc, and Is th best
ASSAULTS
A
GIRL
AND
icu want ad.
remedy for diarrhoea.
In plennant to
IS BURNED AT THE STAKE. lietaste. Sold by driicKlHtH In every
part
Twnty-liv- e
of
the
world.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
cents a
Sulphur Springs, Texas, Auir. 11.
tn value la Incalculable.
bottle.
He
A
charged with
nnr and Hxk for Mrs. Wlnslow's 8ooth-Iii- r
tne
LOSTST It A VKl) Oil STOl.KN A dauabter .I a n euro was burned at the
Hyrup, and tku no other kind.
strawberry roan mare, white face, stake today. The crime was commit- AUGUST AND
four white feet, inane clipped short, ted early this morning. The town was
?mrK
THE WORST
loin; tail. Keturn to J. M. McQuade, ala,,, ,l .,l,out an hour
INTErSaTONAl"
the
eailitr.
EN CHOLERA.
'SA North Walter street, and re-ive reward.
SffK
REDUCED

Horses a Specialty

f
FREE.

IS

atatangiamr.'j

STABLE
e e

IT

BREAD
FLOUR.

For Over Sixty Years.

-

n

Highland Livery
.

Kuaranteed.

St. Louis Wool.
St. Louis, Au. 11
Wool market
EASY TO MAKE GOOD
steady;
territory
WITH
CLUB
HOU8I ums, L'S'a lino; fine and western medimedium, Sii rou-

uio

O. DINSDALE
No risk it taken when you place
your order for drugs or family medicines with us. We fill every prescrip- Boating:
tion In a careful, accurate way and
guarantee the quality. Ask your doce e e e
tor.
e

;

e

e e e e e

FREE.

e

WITH
EVERY $5.00 PURCHASE OF GOODS
DURING
OUR SALE. WE WILL GIVE A
HANDSOME
STERLING SILVER SOUVENIR.
B. ILFELD A. CO.

lllUUtillltlU

"Throw Physic to the Dogs
SHAKESPEARE,

SHOUTED THE IMMORTAL

WHICH

SHOWS

HE HAD A DRAMATIC HATRED FOR DOGS OR
CONCLUSIVELY
ELSE HE HAD BEEN TAKING SOME HIGHLY LAUDED FAKE
PATEolT MEDICINE, FROM WHICH HE HAD DERIVED NO BENEFIT. N DEFENSE OF THE MEDICINE
BUSINESS WHICH WE
OWN AND MANAGE, WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE THAT
MR
SHAKESPEARE WAS NOT TRADING WITH US AT THE TIME
THE ABOVE REMARK WAS MADE.

e.

H BRIGGS
PROPS. ALVARADO

BOTH PHONES

8c

PHARMACY

fal STREET

CO.,
smd BOLD AVE.

AJJJUQUEHQUE

AGE SIX

Good,

reduced to

FRIDAY, AUGUST

11, 1905.

Remnants
Wf Ty
rjT ui

Of Silks and Dress Goods, marked
down to

Albuquerque's Biggest, Brightest and Busiest Store

Former Prices

7- -3

CITIZEN.

The 'ECONOMIST

Remnants
Of White and Colored Wssh

KVKN1NQ

1- -2

X

II

1

Tf

r

Former Prices

Feat
ft a duty you owe
You should not fail to
this unusual

offer, namely:

Summer Hate at

1-

-2

rinal Clearance

be to give THE BEST GOODS POSSIBLE TO OBTAIN
which will drove of great benefit to Albuquerqueans, for our aim shall always
MONEY. To celebrate the event of inaugurating this new department, we hall allow

goods, you cannot afford to overlook
these offerings. We want to sell every yard of wash goods In the store.
There are thousands of remnants,
consisting
of
Voiles,
Ginghams,
Lawns, Swisses, Linens, etc., and everyone Is marked at about
of the original price:
20c Lawns at, per yard
5
25c Voil at, per yard
10
35c Silk Mousselines, per yard,.15
50c. Silk Crepes, per yard
19
75c. Zephyrs
19

s

to yourself.
investigate

I

line of
department has been added to this store. 'Tie the Traveling Goods department. There Is great demand for a first-clas- s
Bags and Suit Cases, and The Economist Is now In a position to supply this demand. Every little while the patrons of this popular
of the buying public would request us to put In a line of Traveling Goods, saying It was difficult to obtain In
,tore ancj that means seven-tenthAlbuquerque the right goods at the right prices.
So, then, as we have the Interest of the public at heart, and have ample room In our big, bright store, we ve taken the advice of our friends
and Installed this

ANOTHER

Final Clearance of Millinery
Price

TRAVELING

Plain English, Is It not? All our
summer hats, and they're all of the
very latest, at exactly half of former
prices. Hats for Women, Misses and
Children.

A
on every Trunk, Bag, or Suit Case

NEW FELT HATS

DISCOUNT

purchased here this week.

FREE

-

DEPARTMENT

THE

OF 20 PER CENT
OF CHARGE

We will also print your name

one-thir-

In-d-

Priced from S2 to S4.SO

ONE worth $6.50, and cheap

at that, that we're

of buying a good Leather Bag for
YOUR OPPORTUNITY
from four to fourty-flve- .
would cost

tfr

PJ.U
this week for
canvas. Japanned Steel Trimmings Heavy Leather
Covered with
Straps Strong Lock and Catches H ardwood Sails Deep Tray with covered Hat Box. The best trunk you ever saw for the price.
$7.50 Trunks, this week
$6
$10.00 Trunks, this week
8
8-$10.50 Trunks, this week
$11.50 Trunks, this week
9 20
9-6$12.00 Trunks, this week
$13.50 Trunks, this week
10 80
' $15.00 Trunks, this week
S12
$17.50 Trunks, this week
14
15-6$19.50 Trunks, this week
$20.00 Trunks, this week
$16
$25.00 Trunks, this week
$20
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.

131,984
July 20 to 2G, Inclusive
July 27 to August 2, Inclusive. .12ti,124
The extra attendance for the week
Published Dally and Weekly.
By the Citizen Publishing Company. from June 29 to July 5, was due to
the large number of admissions on
Entered at postoffice for transmis- the Fourth of July. Since then, as a
sion through the malls as second perusal of the figures shows, the attendance has increased constantly.
class matter.
exposition at
The
Omaha in 1898. which was about the
size of the Portland enterprise, may
UN10N(jBLABEL
be used as a basis for comparison in
attendance. The official recoid shows
that during the first two months of
OF
OFFICIAL PAPER
the Omaha fair the admissions were
COUNTY
BERNALILLO
611,035. Portland's figures, official and
Associated JPresa, Afternoon Dispatches, verified, show a total of 978,017 for
bargest City and County Circulation.
the first two months. Thus we find
The Largest New Mexico Circulation.
that the Lewis and Clark exposition
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation.
attendance for the first two months
has exceeded that of the Omaha enTERM! OP SUSCRIPTION
or considerably
Dally by mail. 1 year In advance $5.00 terprise by50 360,982,
per cent. Moreover, let
50 moie than
Dally by mall, one month
that
60 it be taken into consideration
Dail by cartler, 1 month
of Omaha,
Weekly by mail, one year .... $2.00 within a radius of 500 miles
14,000,000 people, approxThe Eveuing Citizen will be deliv- there were
while within a like radius of
ered in the city at the low rate of 20 imately,
Portland there are not more than 1,- cents per week, or for 60 cents per 800,000
people.
month when paid monthly.
exposition at
The
Rates for advertising can be had
Buffalo in 1901, with a population of
on application.
radius,
40,000,000 within the
of 1,203,236 durSubscribers will confer a favor by had aii attendance
two months. This is only
notiiying us Immediately on any non- ing the 25first
per cent in excess of the
about
delivery of the paper.
Portland figures. Poitland and Omaha
same number
All letters and remittances should have approximately theBuffalo
is sev
be addressed to The Citizen Publish- of Inhabitants, whileas
the Lewis and
ing Company. Drafts, checks and eral times as large
and express money must Clark city.
V. B. Davison, chief of the departbe made payable to the order of the
ment of admissions at Portland, who
company.
has had experience in the same deOUR TELEPHONES.
Bell, 15 partment at several expositions, exAutomatic, 183
presses the belief that the Lewis and
Clark fair will run Omaha a close
race, and in all probability will win
ATTENDANCE PASSES
out in the total attendance, though
at Omaha the exposition was open
full months, while the present en
THE MILLION MARK live
terprise is to be open but four and
Omaha's total atDays tendance months.
Record For Sixty-Thre- e
was 2,613,508.
Mr. Davison expects a considerable
Increase In the attendance after the
at Portland Fair Foots
wheat farmers of the "inland empire" Bhall have finished their harup 1,013,251.
vesting and the hop growers of Oregon and Washington shall have gathered their top crops.
SUCCESS
GREAT
A
EXPOSITION
Nothing succeeds like success, and
the Portland fair has shown by actual
and indisputable figures that it Is a
Portland, Ore., Aug. 11. The mil- sueccss. As it is a western enterprise
lion mark has been reached and passed the entire west is to be congratulated,
in the record of attendance at the and if t he east still imagines that
When "nothing good can came out of NazLewis and Clark exposition.
all of the admissions were added to areth," let that section take notice of
the aggregate since the iair opened the most successful of all American
expositions.
on June 1, it was found that in
days 1,013,551 gate admissions
hree
had been recorded by the turnstiles.
The admissions depa. tmeiit was JubiA
lant, aud all the rest of the exposition
officials and the people of Portland Will not do you any good unless you
and the Pacific northwest in general have some money to put In it. The
Joined in the Jubilation. Figures tell surest way to get money aheaa Is to
the truth, and these ligures show that buy all your Clothing, Shoes. Dry
the Lewis aud Clark centennial is a Goods, Underwear, Enamelware, Tin
success,
uarn. Crockery, and of course. vOur
lit lore me iair opeuuu, tueiw " ' 1 Groceries, at our store. We are the
those who said: "Well, if you have acknowledged low price store in the
l.oi'o.oou ulteiiiiance during the four wnole city. A few prices will give you
f
months of your liw,!an inkling of our fine goods:
and
The
you will be doing very well.
(f vou pav 53.50 for a shoe, come
management, of course, expected a to- - and )ook at our$ at $2.50. If you pay
tal enusideiably in advance of this.lj 1or
enoe, come and look at ours
but noUidy was sanguine enough tojat j3i f y0U pay $5 for a hoe, come
count upon a million during the Inland look at ours at $3.50. If you pay
two months. With more than half the g for a inoe come and look at ours
txposition period still to run, it is now at $4, Au plainly marked; one price
the popular prophecy that at least , ,v,ruhoHi. If vou nav 35e or 40c
2,5ou,oou will be reached. The expert' for your coffee, try ours at 25c. No
ence of nil expositions has been that risk. Your money back If you want
the largest attendance is enjoyed dur- - it. If you pay 30c for coffee, try ours
ing the lai two mouths. Portland tor 20c. 1, v0lJ Dav 75,; 0P $1 for tea,
expects the crowds to lm Tease 1roni'try ourt any kind Gunpowder,
to week, and the figures thus isn Breakfast or Japan, at 60c. If
far piove that siVh an expectation is you pay 60c for tea, try ours any
well founded. The attendance by kind you want, at 40c. Remember,
weeks, up to August 2, has been as we Buarantee all our goods. Your
follows:
money back If you want It.
99,2,5
June 1 to 7, Inclusive
BUYERS' UNION.
the CASH
lou,724
June 8 to 11. inclusive
Wm. Dolde, Proprietor.
21,
m,,842 Auto .phone, 592.
inclusive
June 15 to
122 N. Second.
June 22 to 28, inclusive
89,918
QOod, delivered.
A,
5,
June 29 to July
Inclusive. . .141,415
111.&34'
July 0 to 12, inclusive
MEET KNIGHT'S MIDNIGHT SUN
19,
113,737 SEPTEMBER 23.
inclusive
July 13 to

EVENING CITIZEN
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SOLID SUITCASES

STRONG BAGS

STOUT TRUNKS

fl?

elsewhere
that
Made of the very best Grain Leather heavy leather covered
sliding brass lock patent spring side catches English
lined inside pocket.
$4.00 Leather Bags at
$4.25 Leather Bags at
3-6$4.50 Leather Bags at
"
4
$5.00 Leather Bags at
8
$6 Leather Bags at
4 80
$6.50 Leather Bags at
$7 Leather Bags at
$7.50 Leather Bags at
$6
640
$8 Leather Bags at
$8.50 Leather Bags at
6 80
$10 Leather Bags at
$8
$11 Leather Bags at
$15 Leather Bags at
8112 ,
$17.50 Leather Bags at
$14
$25 Leather Bags at
$20

INTERESTING offer will prove this Dress Suit Case for
d3 ja
JWU
Nowhere else could you buy such a case for less than five
dollars.
Buffalo extra deep very
Made of Grained Rubber cloth Imitation
heavy leather corners with large rivets brassed lock and bolts leather
knob handle cloth lined shirt fold size 24 Inches.
$5.50 Leather Suit Case
4 40
4-8$6.00 Leather Suit Case
$6.50 Leather Suit Case
5.20
$7.00 Leather Suit Case
5.60
$7.50 Leather Suit Case
$6
$9.00 Leather Suit Case
7.20
$10 Leather Suit Case
8
$12 Leather Suit Case
9.60
$12.50 Leather Suit Case
$10
$13.50 Leather Suit Case
10 80
$15 Leather Suit Case
$12
$17.50 Leather Suit Case
$14
$20 Leather Suit Case
$16
SEE WINDOW DISPLAY.
A

ftA

jWVw

frame-la- rge
handle-lea- ther

3-23-4-

5-2-

5-6-

8-8-

LITTLE GRAND DUKE
WHO IS IMPORTANT;

N

AUTO 'PHONE 451

Teeth Extracted

Pain

Without

50c

Trans-Mississip-

A

Full Set of Teeth

so. 00

Examination Free

3LV.B,F.Copp
mtfm if

MJtzM

All Work Absolutely Guaranteed

S6.00
for

Gold

22-Kar- at

and

600-mil- e

Upward

-

Crown
Dr. Wolfe, of Kansas City, will be
in assistance.
An
additional chair
will be added to the office.

si.00

n

post-offic-

FOR

on everv Trunk. Bag or Suit Case that you may select.
to the nualltv of our Trunks: It took us quite a while to locate the trunk manufacturer whose wares appealed to us sufficiently to
handle the STOUTEST, STRONGEST, BEST LOOKING Trunks In the land.
us to olve him a "show." And now we're quite positive that we by
their capacity. Our trunks are built for service and hard wear, first of all.
Our trunks don't object to crowding their good nature Is limited only
roomy always reaJy for the
last things.
But we've happily combined good looks with strength, too. And they'reto withstand
tne wear and tear of a long Journey, or several Journeys. For
And 'tis the same with our Bags and Suit Cases they're made
a reliable Trunk, Bag or Suit Case, you must patronize The Economist. REMEMBER THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL OFFER.

White, Champagne, and Light Grey
Felt Hats, daintily trimmed In Per
sian bands have just made their appearance. Very attractive, these hats,
and very desirable for outing, horseback, etc.

HERE'S

GOODS

MS

this land of sunshine you have
fully three more months before you
in which to wear wash dresses, and
at the prices we are selling our wash
In

Fillings

for

ROOM 12 N.

r.

ARM1JO BUILD1N0

e

one-hal-

f

sixty-t-

NEW BANK

one-hal-

Eng-wee-

k

TWENTY FIFTH NEW MEXICO TERRITORIAL FAIR

THE CZAR.
GRAND DUKE D1MITKI.
Only 15, this lad Is the youngest grand duke of the Romanoff dynasty.
He Is commanHe Is a son of the late Grand Duke Paul Alexandriviteh.
der of the Eleventh regiment of grenadiers and of the sharpshooters, and
uncle, the
in the pictu;e is seen reviewing the sharpshooters with his

ALBUQUERQUE

September is, 19. 2o, 2i, 22, 23

czar.

$7,500

In Purses and Prizes

HorselRacing, Broncho Busting, Indian Dances and Sports

Iailro&d Topics

WONDERFUL TROTTING OSTRICH

This consists of a num-bo- r
C. V. Cook, Jr., traveling freight superheater.
of large tubes which are substiagent of the Santa Fe, with headquar
ters In this city, returned last nignt tuted for the regular boiler tubes in
from a short business trip to Chicago. lie upper part of the boiler and in
which are placed loops of jipe extendSuperintendent John Stelti, of the ing back from a double header in the
Harvey system in New Mexico, ar- front end. The steam in passing from
rived from l.as Vegas last night and the throttle K the cylinder is compellspent the day hire on business con- ed to pass through these loops and Is
there highly superheated by the fur
nected with his department.
m
nace gases in the tubes, the amount
working
Juan Lores, who has been
of superheat depending on the length
as a laborer for the Santa l'e at id' the loop anil the distance of its end
Grants station, was brought to the from the fire box.
company hospital in this city last
He was suffering FENCING RIGHT OF WAY
nltiht for treatment.
WITH BARBED WIRE
from u badly injured liand and leg.
,
111
A party of Santa Fe surveyors
The
Paso Ai Southwestern rail
ofF. A. Kussell. C. V .Stewart, way fence building gang is now at
W. W. Smith and 11. Meade, who are woik ano'ii rineen nines east ui lu
working on the New Mexico division, liimliiis. I. una county, stringing strong
tth'-rthey are putting in drainage Imrlied wire along the right of way.
ditches for the protection of the road Through tlie agency of the barbed
against foods, arrived in the city last wire fence tlie right of way of the
north this weMein (liw.-io- n
ilium. They returned
of the road Is bemorning.
coming more sharply defined from the
surrounding country through which it
DRAWING WORKING PLANS
and men, cattle, aud sheep no
FOR SOUTHWESTERN SHOPS longer wander across the track at
as they once could. One good rey
engaged will
Four draftsmen are
sult of the building of the fences
under the supervision of the enirim er along the right of way Is a marked
of maintenance of way of tlie j;i l'ao
in the number of stock killed.
& Southwestern
railway in making
working plans for the new shops to
PUBLIC AUCTION.
be erected by the company at El Paso.
On August 15 there will be sold at
The task of completing t ho details for
every building which is to be con- public auction at the Santa Fe railway
structed is barely half done. Plans company ware house in this city, the
for the new office building are Hear- goods now in said ware house, coning the final stae but have not yet signed to J. H. Welsh, viz.: One case
of wine, 1 case of whiskey, 1 case of
assumed permanent form.
sundries, 1 phonograph.
WILL EQUIP ENGINES
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
WITH COLE SUPERHEATERS
Hello, Central! I am in dirt from
The Rock Island has recently put cellar to garret. "Well, you want
into service some heavy passenger lo- Thornton. He Is the cleaner." With
comotives of the Pacific typo and competent help. Pi Ices reasonable.
some of theso engines will be cqup-pe- Has both "phones. Oillce, 809 North
with tlie latest design of the Cole Third street.
1

."0
GRANDE
STREET

m

x

4

1,sr-.'-

f

STREET
PARADE

PARADE

com-pose-

m

GRAND

j

m

bii-i!-

e

d

day m 2:30 or
Hitched; to a road wagon. Will go two heats every
Cavalry Dril.
U.
S
Show.
better, paced by a horse. Grand Live Stock
Exhibit.
Montezuma Ball. Fleece Exhibit. Fruit
PAGE OA LL TOURNA ME NT
$1500jin Purses. Open to. New Mexico, Arizona, Trinidad, Colo, and
El Paso, Texas, Teams.

FIRST ANNUAL HORSE SHOW

Expert riding and driving by Ladies' and Gentlemen on track in front
of Grand Stand.

REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS

W. H. GREER, President

D. K. B. SELLERS, Secretary

FRIDAY, AUGUST

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.
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TO FLY FROM CHICAGO

WANTS

A

QLJMFJILDA OS

ORDEAL

WOMAN'S

PACE SEVEN

Note
All classified dvertleemenU
or rather "linere" one cent a word
DREADS DOCTOR'S QUESTIONS tor each Insertion. Minimum charge
WASHINGTON . IN AN
for any classified advertisements, 15
Thousands Write to Mrs.PInkham, Lynn, cents per issue. In order to Insure
Mass, and Receive Valuable Advice proper
classification
all
"liners"
Absolutely Confidential and Free
should be left at this office not later
INVENTOR M AH AN PROMISES TO MAKE FAST TRAINS LOOK LIKE TORRANCE COUNTY
12
than
o'clock noon.
THEY ARE ANCHORED WHEN HE GETS HIS AERIAL MACHINE
can be no more terrible ordeal
NORMAL INSTITUTE to There
TO SPEEDING IT HAS WINGS TO WAFT IT THROUGH THE EM.
a delicate, sensitive, refined woman
SALESMEN WANTED
PYREAN.
than to be obliged to answer certain
For
ral really
ulnmm-t- ti
wkUt
The Tonanee county normal Insti- questions In regard to her private Ills, rind notvf
ftaUry oMer would ordinarily
interest wt
W know ol men who art
ttractive openings.
tute opened at Estaneia on Monday, even when those questions are asked very
from i,uno to fs.ooo annually, "imply wiling to
under the Instruction of Miss Jose- by her family physician, and many earning
dealers lor a large and well known mamifarturrr a
well advertised staple. Tnanysurceasfulaalesmanwho
phine E. Corbet t, a successful teacher,
is now selling a general Una and who can handle a
originally from Kentucky, but more
profitable ami attractive aide liae, an ex Calient proposition will also he made
lately from the Kansas City schools,
HAPCOOOS (Inc.), Brain Broker
where she has had much experience.
VI 7 Chemical Bunding, ht. Louis
Torrance county is a new county and
Shortest and quickest
Una from
contains only nine school districts,
WANTED.
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colobut In spite of that the institute is
being attended by eight teachers and
rado 8prlnga, and all Colorado point.
WANTED
Three painters, highest
more are expected. This p.oportion
wages. C. A. Hudson.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
compares "very favorably with other
WANTKD Oood, competent man to
all lines east and west Time aa quick
counties. The members of the board
manage a dairy; one of experience
and rates as low as by other lines.
of education are Francisco Gonzales,
and good haldts; no other need apchairman; V. C. Walker and M. li.
ply. 2";i South Arno.
PULLMAN
DININQ
SLEEPERS,
Atkinson. They are very enthusiasWANTKD
Situatipn as waitress. Adtic in their efforts to give Estancia
CARS, TOURIST CAR8, CHAIR
dress, A. li, care of Citizen office.
good schools, and to the credit of the
WANTKD
Work, out by the day, or
CARS.
citizens, be It said, that they are a
will ta,l;o work home, by an expert
foAlrxTCWilladsen K)
unit In that measure. The progrescharges
diesstnaker;
On all through trains. No tiresome
reasonable.
sive management of the Santa Fe
Call at COS South Arno. Bell'nhone
delays at any station.
Central rialroad donated to the Es- continue to suffer rather than submit
169.
tancia district a well constructed and to examinations which so many physi- WANTED Girl for general houseFor Illustrated advertising
matter
V B! ogi 155 Hi eb I
commodious school house and grounds cians propose in order to Intelligently
work. Apply 114 West Gold aveand the citizens have voted bonds to treat the disease ; and this is the reaor Information, address or apply to
nue, upstairs.
furnish the same In modern style. The son why bo many physicians fail to WANTED A girl for general houseTHR "MA MAX AERIAL NAVIGATOR.
outlook for Torrance county In edu- cure female disease.
work. 315 South Third street.
S. K. HOOPER. G. P. & T. A., DenvetyXColo.
cational matters, is ory good, InThis is also the reason why thousands WANTED Gentlemen's second-han(From a sketch by the Inventor.)
women
are
upon
corredeed.
of
thousands
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
Chicago. Auk. 11. Frank M.
ment with lifting gas and is wines are
A S. BARNEY,
Hon. Amado Chaves, of Santa Fe, sponding with Mrs. TMnkhum. at Lynn,
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DEPENDABLE FOOD

pwiIIPi

PRODUCTS.
Are those that have stood the test
of practical experience. In this respect the groceries we sell are above
even the breath of suspicion. No
brand that la at all questionable In
quality can And a place In our store.
Patron favoring us with their orders
g
can depend on us absolutely for
the best In quality, the
best in flavor and the best In nutrition.
furn-Inshln-

F. F. TROTTER
No

nd 121 Routs Second

118

other

St.

HA8 A GREAT REPUTATION.
The Clarkvllle coal we sell principally, like the Father ot His Country,
na a reputation second to none, and
you know, If you've tried It, that It's
the best ever burned. Its freedom
qual-(tie- s
from Impurities, its
and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
absolutely In every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kindling.

Cramps, Indigestion, Headache,
Nausea, Dyspepsia, Bloating,
Constipation or Malaria

NOTWITHSTANDING

11, 1905.

-

j

HOSTETTER'S

the delayed
train from the west tonight and will
be present at the meeting of the board

STOMACH

that our reputation is givers

by regular offerings
more and better than others ever attempt, now and
then we give an extra twirl to the wheel of trade by offerings
of such astonishing values that competition is not attempted"
Such an offering is on for
o
j

you'll find sure relief in

memb- rs.
Mr. Luna will arrive on

No. 1, from the east, 7:30 p. m.
No. 7, from the east, 10:30 p. m.
No. 8, from the west, 6:45 p. m.
No. 2, rrorn the west, 7:55 a. m.

We want to close out every pair of cummer shoes during the next
ten days, In order to open the fall season with a perfectly new stock.
There are still weeks and weeks of hot weather ahead of us, and
It will pay you to Invest in a pair of light, cool shoes, especially at
the price we are offering them.

If you arc troubled with

ABSENCE OF SEVERAL MEMBERS
COMPELLED THIS.
The meeting of t ho sheep sanitary
board, which was railed by Secretary
Harry F. Lee, to be held In this city
today, was postponed, owing to the absence of Pii'sili'tit Solomon Luna and

OF TRAINS.

FRIDAY, AUGUST

SANITARY BOARD
POSTPONED ITS MEETING

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Partly cloudy tonight and Saturday,
with local thundershowers Saturday,
and north portion tonight.
ARRIVAL

CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALBUOUEKOUE

FACE EIQHT

BITTERS

tomorrow.
The memlrs that ore already here
are Harry Kelly, of Las Vegas, and
Miss Lizzie Cronin left last night
Hon Shoup returned last night from Charles Scbluter, of Clayton, Union
for a few weeks outing at the various
a month's visit with relatives atQuin-cy- . county.
Pacific coast resorts.
111.
Miss Nellie Kennedy, accompanied SANTA FE TRAINS ARE
Take the boys and girls to the mat
by her brother, J. J. Kennedy, left last
AGAIN ON TIME inee at the Casino tomorrow, (Saturi
night for Los Angeles, for a few weeks
day) afternoon and lot them laugh.
visit.
The
Wade Musical Stock company, in
8
yesterday,
2
of
ami
Trains Ns.
Mrs. A. U. Gonzales arrived from El and train No. 2 of this morning, with their big minstrel show; admission,
Paso this morning and will be the train No. 8 of this evening, will ar 15 cents.
guest of Mrs. S. M. Oonzales until af- rive between the hours of 8:20 and
TVVYVVYVVirVVYVT
ter the territorial fair.
8: GO tonish'.
At the request of hundreds of
Ooorpe Peterson, employed by the
The wasbo it west of Needles, Cal.,
and children, the Wade Muladles
ex
company
repaired
are
and
Albtiqticrque Traction
trains
as a has been
company will give a
Stock
sical
by
running
on
pected
seschedule
to be
mntorman. is convalescing from a
Casino tomorrow,
at
matinee
the
tomorrow.
vere attack of typhoid fever.
afternoon, at 2:30
(Saturday)
time,
reported
on
is
No.
4
flight,
of
e
Archie Dixon, a motorman in the
o'clock. Minstrel and
employ of the Albuquerque Traction Trains Nob. 1 and 7, from the east, are
15 cents.
Admission,
vaudeville.
on
time.
company, has taken a lny off and gone also reporte'l
to Colorado for a short vacation.
u
Attention, Red Men.
SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
Mrs. II. P. Painter, of Dig Springs,
All Red Men are requested to meet
Texas, accompanied by her son and at the Red ileus' hall at 1:45 p. m 2
15c
lbs fresh Ginger Snaps
daughter, arrived in the city this Saturday to attend the funeral of
2
pkgs Celluloid Starch... 15c
morning on a visit to her sister, Mrs. Aaron Florv. By sachem,
2 lbs Newton Creamery Butter, .. .45c
jijIIN MOTZEMBACHER.
F. It. Hrown, of west Coal avenue.
25c
19 lbs choice Potatoes
Among the marriage licenses issued
7c
FRUIT, Corn, per can . . .
FOR
FINE FLAVORED
by the probate clerk of Grant county
9c
GREEN LA- California Tomatoes
this week, appears the following: W. ASK FOR W. JENKS'HIGH
We handle a fine assortment of carCLASS
9. Phelps, Wood county, Oklahoma, to BEL ESMERALDA
FRUIT, AND SEE THAT YOU GET penters' high grade tools.
Alice Hynds, Albuquerque, N. M.
25c
7 cans of Sardines
IT.
12H-cen- t
Capt. A. W. Kimball, of the quartergrade of Pork and Beans
9c
master's department United States
Class No. four of the Presbyterian Corn Beef, per can
army, who recently returned from Ma- Sabbath school will give an ice cream Oyster Crackers, per lb
7c
nila, P. I., after a three years' service social Thursday evening, Aug. 17, at 1 liottle Pickles, 1 bottle of Chow- In the Islands, left last night for a the home of Mrs. W. G. Hope, 815
Chow and 1 bottle of Mustard., 25c
two weeks' business trip to Chicago. West Copper avenue. Come and
10c
Vienna Sausage, per can
THE MAZE,
Mrs. W. D. Radcllff. of Belen. nassed
nice music and a social evening.
Wm. Kieke, Proprietor.
through the city this morning en route
Eagles Start on Flight.
to Wlllard, on the Santa Fe Central,
Butte, Mont., Aug. 11. The local
where she will Join Dr. Radcllff, who
Is company physician for l!!; Ldairy-Shar- delegates to the national convention
of Eagles, to lie held at Denver next
construction company.
wtek, started out here today in a speMiss Fleming, of Parker & Fleming, cial train,
which will pick up the delethe fashionable milliners of south Sec- gates from Salt Lake, on its way to
ond street, has gone to Chicago to the convention city. The train was
study the latest styles in fall millinery specially equipped for the occasion,
now being brought out In the up to and offers every convenience of a
date emporiums of Chicago.
first-clas- s
hotel.
It is expected that
Henry Yanow, the pawnbroker, will the excursionists will stop at Colorado
not move from bis present place of Springs ainl Manitou until Monday
business to the building formerly oc- evening and then continue their trip
cupied by the Harper ohib rooms, but to Denver,
will establish another business house.
Convention of Fire Chiefs.
Mr. Yanow experts to have the new
Duluth, .Minn., Aug. 11. The anbranch opened by September 1.
nual convention ot the International
Mrs. J. Porter Jones, wife of the Association of Fire Engineers opened
&
salesman for the Albuquerque, Gas
here this morning with a large at
Electric Light company, has returned tendance. The convention will 1)6 in
from an extended visit to her old home session for tour days, and an elagor-at- e
in St. Ixiuis. Mrs. Jones was accomprogram for the entertainment of
panied to Albuquerque by her mother, the visiting fire chiefs has been prewho will visit here for several weeks. pared.
One of the puns at the Casino last
This is a week of fun at the Casino.
night, which made a great hit, was
and Sunday
this: Mr. Interlocutor Do you know, Matinee both Saturday
Mr. Bones there is a street in London afternoons.
so long that it takes one four years
if
4
to pass through. Mr. Hones That's
FREE.
nothing; we have streets In Albuquer- f
que that the board of health have
WITH EVERY $5.00 PUR- never been though.
CHASE OF GOODS
DURING
OUR SALE, WE WILL GIVE A
Turkish Nongate is fine after a
SIL- HANDSOME
STERLING
dish of ice cream eaten at Mrs.
VER SOUVENIR.
confectionery store and Ice
V
B. ILFELD & CO.
cream parlor.
9 9. 9. 9. 9. 9
Huy a new pair of light shoes or
Go to the Casino and hear Miss
oxfords, instead of trying to get Hutcheson sing the Flower Song, and
through the balance of the summer Miss Nice, "Blue Bells."
with your old ones.' We are closing
out our summer shoes, and the pi ices
BIBYCLES AT COST. ,
we quote are but trivial, compared
COLUMBIA
AND
HIGH GRADE
with the satisfaction and comfort they TRIBUNE BICYCLES AT COST,
will give you. C. May's shoe store, FOR THE NEXT THIRTY DAYS.
I 13-- 1 IS-- 1 1T South
311 West Railroad avenue.
.HOUSTON, 118 Gold Ave.
old-tim-

Saturday, August 12, only
Twenty-fiv- e

dozen handsome

FOUR-IN-HAN-

Ji

j
TIES
jt

Jt

D

were bought by Mr. Stern while east. They were bought
remarkably cheap less than half of manufacturer's cost.
Reason was, there are only one or two of a like pattern in
the lot. No two alike. First come, first choice. These regular
seventy-fiv- e
cent beautiful neckties are placed on sale for this
Saturday only at, each
jt 3 3

j

TWENTY-FIV-

CENTS

E

Simon Ste?n

lc

THE RAILROAD AVENUE

CLOTHIER

en-Jo- y

p

BBB

BBB

Water Heating
Steam and Hot
BEATIFUL
Call and Examine the

GOODS Displayed

In Our Sample Rooms

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings
HOSE, Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps

free-burnin- g

Harness, Saddles, Leather,
Ranch Supplies

t

John S. Beaven

i

....WRITE FOR PRICES....

...Largest Stock in the Southwest...

's

WHH'MEY GOW3PAMY
rirtt Street

DIAMONDS
Diamonds are always in order. We can talk Diamonds to you at
time. They are an investment, and a good investment at the prices we
selling them. We have some exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Rings
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in
store and price them.

""
j

You know the celebrated "Karpeu" go ods as far as you can see them.
and see good Leather Furniture, and plenty of It.

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

RUGS-

-

Call

&

furniture,WARE,

n

SHORTHAND and TYPEWRITING

J

S. S. PEARLST1NE
212l2 South Second street.
Auto Phone, 328.

H

ALBUQUERQUE
ANdICKINE

WORKS. R.P.

HALL Proo.

Iron and Bras Castings; Ore, Coal and
Lumber Cart; Shaftings; Pulleys, Grade
Van, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
Fronts for Buildings. J J
jt J Jt
REPAIRS
MACHINERY

ON

MINING

AND

MILL

aj

m

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Undertaking Company,
Successors to Edwards

MEXICO

Both

&

3E8.

307 West Railroad Avenue.
Day or Night
'Phones.

i

'iTiTtTTstfrIsI

out to buy anything in
clothing try The
smart clothes.
They cost no more than other makes, and
you know they are superior. Quality coupled with moderate prices w ill win. Suits
$8, $10 and $18. Agents for Walkover Shoes, $3.50
Stein-Bloc- h

toiondovboae i9?

CHAS. F. MYERS

,

S

Alao

REX

GO.

-

Proprietors

Wm. McINTOSH

SOME THINGS YOU WILL

NEEDBUY NOW

The White Mountain Ice Cream Freezer "Is the Best Made."

C50e
Automata

won, tss

RETAIL.. ...

AND SAVE MONEY

Five minutes to freeze.

Ice Chests and

Water Coolers, a good cheap Cooler,
Refrigerators, most serviceable, durable and most economical.
Four grades of Garden Hose to select from,
galvanized iron, handsomely Japanned, nickel plated faucet.
We have other things you will need, very best quality and all
"selling at wonderfully low prices."
moderately priced.

FRESH CLEAN STOCK
EVERY ARTICLE PERFECT
DEERING
MOWERS.

REPAIRS.
BINDERS.
HAY RAKES.

REAPERS.
Write or Call,

ifdpU::!

PROMPT DELIVERY WHETHER
LARGE OR SMALL PURCHASE
COLT'S
REVOLVERS.
WINCHESTER
RIFLES.
SHOTGUNS.
AMMUNITION.

STUDEBAKER
BUGGIES,

CARRIAGES
and
WAGONS.

West Gold Ave.
South Second St.

for

Successor to John A. Lee.
First and Marquette.

.HARDWARE...

and Get Prices.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.,

Cement

ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER

cSS

cTTo

WHOLESALE

Fuehr,

eas.

and

FLINTKOTE ROOFING.

Call at No. 624 West Tijeras Road.
Automatic Phone 109.
Old Telephone 276.

The Fuehr

SPECIALTY.
Foundry East Side ol Railroad Track
NiW

RAILROAD A VENUE

Oils

S

A

ALBUQUERQUE,

Dealers In
GROCERIES, FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN
AND THE BEST OF MEATS.
GOODS A SPECIALTY.

Leadl"S Jeweler,

Doors.

Just received a carload of screen
doors, all sizes and new designs.
Call on ue for Lumber, Glasa, Paints,

....Matteucci.

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

LINOLEUM, DINNER
Corner Second and Copper Avenue.

FOUNDRY

any
are
and
our

Flrt Street

Screen

P. Lorn mori...- -

Watches, Jewelry and Silverware

P?lFTEITT

401 - 403 North

215 West Railroad Avenue

Albuquerque, New Mexico

